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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM OF AIR POLLUTION 
Air pollution is a problem that demands attention since i t  con-
sti tutes a threat to human health, to vegetation, materials, property 
values , and to the aesthetic quality of the environment in which we live • 
. 
The p urpose of this study is to examine the role o f  economic 
analysis in the decision-making p rocess of air pollution control and to 
measure the relative e f fectiveness of Illinois air pollution control 
policies from 1970 to 1976 . The method used is the measurement and com-
parison of the actual e mission levels and what those levels might have 
been without controls. 
Air and water are classic examp les of " free goods" in economic 
theo ry , but pollution has made t hem sc.;arce . They are recognized as 
"common property resources" whose value is not only great but increasing 
rapidly. The increasing importance of these conunon property resources 
raises difficult allocation problems which market exchange �s incapable 
f 1 . 1 o reso ving. Air in particular is a resource which has infinite use. 
Human life depends upon its continued consump tion. I t  has , however ,  only 
limited e xchange value due to its abundance. 2 
1Robert U. Ayres, and Allfm V .  Kneese, "Production, Cons ump ti on , 
and Externalities," American Economic Review 59 (June 1969) : 283.  
2r t  is estimated that 5 to 6 quadrillion tons o f  air exist . Of 
this one-half is concentrated in the lowest 18,000 fee t .  The portion we 
use and re-use is restricted to the first few thousand feet with the 
heaviest draw upon the air in the lowest 10 feet. 
1 
Han has three basic needs : food, water, and air. He is capable 
2 
o f  surviving for many days without foo d ,  a few days without water, but 
only a fraction of a day without air. The basic importance of air is 
undeniable and , therefore, anything which threatens the supply of air 
that is " fi t  to breathe" is a threat to life itself. 
All men are polluters since pollution is the by-produc t ,  or resi-
dua l ,  of  production, exchange, and consump tion of good s .  Pollution 
cannot be eliminated, therefore; it can only b e  controlled. 
Economics has been defined as the " study of man's behavior in 
p roducing, exchanging, and consuming the material goods and s ervices he 
wants. 1 1 3 Since pollution is partly the residual of the process o f  pro-
duction, exchange, and consump tion of goods, it is an economic problem. 
Pollution does have very definite biological, chemical , psychological, 
sociologica l ,  and physical considerations . 
Air pollution is defined as " the presence in the atmosphere of 
one of more contaminates in sufficient quantities and o f  such charac-
teris tics and duration as to be injurious to human, plant, or animal 
life, to health, or to property, or to unreasonably interfere with the 
enjoyment of life or property. ,,4 
S tandards which have been promulgated to control air pollution 
are either "primary" s tandards or "secondary" standards. The primary 
standards are established to protect human health while the secondary 
standards are established to safeguard human welfare. 
3campbell McConnell ,  Economics 7th ed. (New York: �lcGraw-Hill) , 
p .  1 .  
4Illinois Environmental Protection Act ,  Tit l e  I, 3 (b) . Approved 
July 1 ,  1970.  
3 
Health Hazards 
Some of the diseases associated with air pollution are bronchitis, 
asthma , emphysema, generali zed pulmonary diseases , the common cold , pne-
monia, lung cancer, stomach cancer , and various "other" cancers. According 
to the National Academy of Science reports ( 1 9 74)  suspended particles and 
sulphur dioxide are believed to b e  the primary pollutants responsible for 
damage to human health. The body is exposed to a variety of pollutants, 
however, and it is often difficult to isolate an exact cause . 
.. 
Air pollution also presents mutogenic risks . Studies by Crow ( 1968) 
suggest that a contaminant which is at  too low a level to be toxic and 
which has no effect on fertility may be highly mutogenic . 5 
Pollution is a subtle irritan t ,  so the effects of pollution are 
sometimes overlooked. The damage to human health varies in individual 
eases but i t  is generally determined by the relative concentration and 
the physical condition of the receptor .  Lave and Seskin ( 1973) suggest 
that chronic exposure at low levels may be as detrimental t o  health as a 
short "episodic exposure at high concentrations. 116 
The improvement of the quality of air would be an improvement in 
the quality o f  life. It is ironic that the s everity of the pollution prob-
l em is a direct by-product of man' s efforts to improve his standard of 
living and the quality of life. The concep t ,  and how it has evolved , is 
best described by RiP..ley in that "suddenly the quality of life turns out 
SJames F. Crow, "Chemical Risks to Future Generations , "  Scientist 
and Citizen 1 0  (June/July 1968) : 1 13- 1 17 .  
6
Lester Lave , and Eugene Seskin , "An 
Be tween U . S .  Mortality and Air Pollution," 
Association 68 (June 1973) : 1 7 .  
Analysis o f  the Association 
Journal of American Statistical 
4 
to be not s imply a romantic idea but a set o f  standards , still intangible, 
s t ill highly arguable , on which to base s urvival . "7 
This first chap ter has outlined the problem of pollution. I t  will 
be the purpose o f  Chapter II to identify the sources and effects of vari-
ous pollutant s .  The third chapter discusses the importance of economic 
analysis in determining a proper environmental policy. In the fourth 
chapter I will explain how the three levels of government deal with the 
problem of air pollution. 
The las t four chapters are the analyt ical part of the study. 
Chapter V outlines the trends in air quality of Illinois over a seven-
year period. It shows the improvement in air qual1ty s ince the onset 
of state and federal control. 
Chapter VI describes pollutant levels in tenns of actual tons of 
pollutants which have been emitted. It also contains an estimate of 
potential pollutant levels emit ted if there had been no controls . Finally , 
I estimate the costs of both the actual and potential levels of pollutants. 
Chapter VII estimates of the costs of air pollution control incurred 
from 1970 to 1 9 7 6 .  These are the costs associated with promulgating, imple-
ment ing and enforcing air quality standards. A comparison is then made 
between the costs of air pollution control and the benefits derived due 
to these controls. 
In Chapter VII, it is concluded that there has been a net social 
benefit from the federal and state controls. 
7 S. Dillion RipJ.�y, The Paradox of the Human Condition : 
mental and Ecological Problems That Face Humanity (New Delhi:  
Hill Pub . Co., 1975 ) ,  p .  50. 
Environ­
Tata McGraw-
CHAPTER II 
SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION 
Air pollutants can emanate from two types of sources , natural and 
man-made. 
Natural pollutants originate from wind-blown dust ; volcanic ash 
.· 
and gases ; ozone from lightning and the ozone layer ;  esters and terpenes 
from vegetation; smoke , gases and other fly ash from forest fire s ;  pollens 
and other aerollergens ; gases and odors from natural decomposition; and 
f 1 d . . . 8 rom natura ra ioact1v1ty. The natural pollutants are known as "back-
ground pollution" and this background of pollution is a vital part of the 
ecosystem. Through its recycling mechanism, nature assimilates these pol-
lutants and feeds them back into the "cycle" where they can be reused. 
The environment has an assimilat ive capacity which is capable of handling 
these background pollutants so they do not constitute a problem. 
The man-made pollutants , on the other hand , are the real problems 
of air pollution. They are emitted by man in the process o f  his economic 
life and they are emitted in such quantities and characteristics as to 
overburden the assimilative capacity of the environment and indeed threaten 
to destroy it all together. The sources of these man-made pollutants are 
as 'varied as man h imself but the most common sources are organic chemical 
8Melvin I .  Weiburd, F�eld Operations and Enforcement Manual For 
Air Pollution Control vol. 1 ,  APTD- 1 100 (Research Triangle Park, North 
Carolina : USEPA, Office of Air Programs , 1972 ) ,  p .  1 . 3 .  
5 
6 
producers ; petroleum refineries ; smelters ; ·c�aft , pulp and paper mills ; 
manufacturing processes ; and from the combustion of fossil fuels. 
Nan-made pollutants are generally classified int'O five maj or 
groups : sulfur oxides (SOX) ,  nitrogen oxides (NOx) ,  s uspended parti­
culates9 (TSP ) ,  hydrocarbons (HC) , and carbon monoxide (CO) . Pollutants 
are also classified, for convenience, into two physical states , gaseous 
s ubstances or particulate matter. Gaseous s ubstances can be further 
divided into true gases ( i . e. , so2, NOx, 03 , and CO) and vapors (i . e. ,  
gasoline, paint solvents , and dry cleaning agents ) .  Particulate matter 
is subdivided into solids (i . e . ,  dus t ,  fumes , smoke, and aerosols) and 
10 
liquids (i . e. , drop let s ,  mists , fogs , and aerosols ) .  The criteria for 
s eparating the contaminates are physical , chemical, and biological pro-
perties. 
Another classification of pollutants is of ten made by the source 
of the pollutant . The mobile source pollutants originate predominately 
from the internal combustion engine. Some 60 p ercent of all pollutants 
emitted, by weight ,  are the mobile source pollutants (CO, HC , and NOx) .  
The stationary source pollutants (TSP and SOx) are emi t t ed primarily from 
industrial processes and power generation stations . 
9Particulate matter is defined as any material, except uncombined 
water, that exists as a solid or liquid in the atmosphere. This broad 
definition can lead to difficulty since the pollutants included are so 
varied. Among them are antimony, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, lead, 
mercury, silicon dioxide, and acid mist . Natural pollutants are u�ually 
the particulate type. Particulates often combine, physically and chemic­
ally, with other pollutants or can act as a catalyst which produces 
results not easily predicted. 
10weisburd, p .  1 . 14 .  
Characteristics and Effects of Pollutants 
Sulfur oxides (SOx) are a gaseous contaminant emitted from the 
combustion of fossil fuels. Coal and oil contain sulfur and when burned 
the sulfur combines with oxygen to p roduce SOX. I t  is a heavy , pungen t ,  
colorless gas which i s  a major pollution problem in industrialized urban 
areas . 
7 
Sulfur oxides can damage vegetation , fabrics and building materials,  
limit sunlight , and affect human breathing. 1 1  The effects on the respira-
.. 
tory tract depend on the l evel of concentration. At high levels it can 
aggravate existing diseas es , and mortality rates climb with chronic expo-
sure. 
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a gaseous pollutant which accounts for 
nearly 55 p er cent of all air pollution by weight . Carbon monoxide is a 
mobile source pollutant arising from the incomp lete combustion of fossil 
12 
fuel in the internal combustion engine .  Carbon monoxide is a colorles s ,  
odorless gas which i s  toxic. 
When you breath CO it replaces oxygen in the blood's hemoglobin , 
fo rming carboxy-hemoglobin in place of oxy-hemoglobin, t hereby reducing 
the capacity of the blood to carry oxygen to t he brain. When the level 
of concent ration reaches 100 ppm (parts per million) the resulting symptoms 
are headaches , lassitude and dizzyness, loss of visual acuity , decreased 
mental activity and reduced muscular coordination . . The fact that levels 
lllbid . ,  p .  1 .  12. 
120ne-third of the motor vehicle pollution is created by evaporation 
of gasoline from the crankcase, carburetor and fuel tank. A "blowby" of 
gasoline past the piston rings is the cause of much of this portion and i t  
increases with the aging o f  the car. The other two-third ' s  is caused by 
incomplete combustion and is emitted from the tailpipe. 
approaching this concentration would mos t likely be found around motor 
vehicles, and that the symptoms resemble a state of drunkennes� ,ii has: •led 
to the hypothesis that i t  is CO which causes a number o f  traffic acci-
dents. Studies have measured concent rations o f  390 ppm inside vehicles 
d . f f . . 
1 3 
uring tra 1c Jams . 
Hydrocarbons (HC) are generally gaseous mobile source pollutants 
chemically composed of hydrogen and carbon. There are many types o f  HC 
compounds but they are most frequently found in fossil fu.els ( i . e . , 
petroleum, coal, and natural gas) . The wide variety of HC compounds are 
8 
normally only harmful in high concentrations, though some can be extremely 
toxic. Some HC compounds have a very distinct and strong odor. 
Hydrocarbons are emitted through incomp lete combustion or by eva­
poration, and can be ingested directly into the lungs from cigarette smoke . 14 
Hydrocarbons can be carcinogenic and are known to be a major component o f  
photochemical smog. 15 
Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are a gaseous mobile source pollutant which 
are created when combustion takes place at very high pressures and tempera-
tures. The temperature is necessary to form the reaction between nitrogen 
and oxygen. These temperatures are only reached in efficient combustion 
( i . e .  , electric power plants and large energy conversion processes ) ,  or 
when combustion takes place under extreme pressure ( i . e . ,  automobile 
1 3weisburd, p .  1 . 14 .  
14certain cities have an atmosphere which exposes i ts inhabitants 
to concentrations of HC equivalent to a pack of cigarettes a day . 
15Pho tochemical smog is a blight of urban communities which is 
manufactured when a mixture of gases and particulates react with sunligh t .  
The major gases are HC and NOx· 
9 
cylinders ) . 16 Nitrogen oxide is a colorless gas which is "somewhat toxic" 
and can be smelled in as small a concentration as 1-3 ppm. 
Nitrogen o xide is a major contributor to photochemical smo g ;  it 
interferes with the functioning of the respiratory tract and can cause 
respiratory disease. A study with mice by Buckley ( 1 969) indicates that 
e xposure to NO x increases susceptibility to pneumonia.
1 7  
Suspended particulates (TSP) generally refer t o  "particles less 
than 100 microns in diameter (human hair is typically 100 microns thick) 
•.. 
since larger particles will settle out of the air with the influence of 
gravity in a short time . 1118  Total suspended particles constitutes a 
varied class o f  contaminants which are a complicated threat since they 
can act as a catalyst ,  a carrier o f  gaseous pollutants , or in combination 
with other pollutants ,  producing , among other things , acid mis t .  Parti-
culate matter can soil clothing and buildings ; it can limit visibility by 
scat tering light, corrodes metal, and causes respiratory diseas e .  
Meteorological Conditions 
"Without an atmosphere there would be no air pollution. Air is 
the medium which e xchanges or moves gases and particulate matter from 
source to receptor; or the atmosphere contains the pollutant until it 
16 weisburd, pp.  1 . 16- 1 . 17. 
1 7  K .  D .  Buckley , e t  al. , "Effects of Nitrogen Dioxide Inhalation 
on Germ Free Mouse Lung, "  Archives of Environmental Health 1 8  (April 1969): 
588-595. 
1 8  Annual Air Quality Report, 1977, Illinois Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, p .  7 .  
10 
19  
decays into another compound(s ) . "  This statement points out the under-
lying importance of meteorology into the study of air pollution and air 
pollution control. Weather conditions can both create and eliminate many 
pollution p roblems . 
Meteorlogical conditions can l ead directly to a serious air quality 
problem by means of a temp erature inversion, lack of wind, or high pres-
sure area. 
A temp erature inversion can t rap a layer of air preventing it from 
moving upwards and keeping pollutants at or near the earth's surface. The 
s tagnated air becomes heavily concentrated. An inversion can be caused by 
an advance of a warm front over r elatively calm air , by movement o f  cold 
ocean air under warm land air, by " radiation" or by "subsidence. " The 
latter two types are the most common . 
Radiation is caused by the cooling of the surface layer during 
evening or morning hours. The cooler air is generally trapped from 100 
to 500 f eet above the land. 
Subsidence results when a cold layer of air sinks. This type of 
inversion occurs mos t often and lasts longer than the radiation type. 
Other factors, such as wind speed, precipitation, topography, and 
mixing heights can also affect the concentration levels of air pollution. 
All factors are variable and dep end on the location and time p eriod .
20 
19 P . Walton Purdom, Environmental Health (New York: Aca·-�emic 
Press, 1971) , p . 205 . 
2°
For instance, the average wind speed over Los Angeles is 6 mph 
and it is estimated that the critical wind speed is 5mph meaning that if 
the wind sp eed were to average much less the result would " almost c ertainly" 
result in a s erious smog episode. 
1 1  
These serious cris es in air quality caused by temp erature inversions and 
other meteorological conditions are called ep isodes. 
Episodes2 1  are emergency air pollution crises which result in a 
short -term problem. The emiss ion which normally would have d issipated 
accumulates in very high concentrations causing a deadly threat to human 
health. Episodes , and the potential threat o f  fut�re episodes , constitute 
the greatest direct threat to human life. The federal government operated 
an Emergency Episode Control Center until 1973  when it was disbanded and 
.. 
the respons ibility of " r esponding to emergency episodes" was delegated to 
the Environmental Protect ion Agency ' s  r egional offices. Illinois has pro­
mulgated air pollution episode levels and these are outlined in Table 1.22 
Pollutants are washed out of the atmosphere by rain , mist, sleet , 
snow, and hail since the water particles combine with pollutants as they 
fall. "An hour ' s  light rain cleanses the atmosphere of roughly half of 
the particles greater than 10 microns . Particles less than 4 microns ... 
23 
remain in the atmosphere even after a heavy rain . "  
Topography varies with location and can b e  either man-made or 
natural barriers. They include such things as valleys,  mountain ranges, 
coastal basins and tall buildings. 
2 1Episodes can be divided into three types : atmospherically 
induced, single source and accidental episodes . 
2 2The Coefficient of Haze (COH) measures the opacity of the ambient 
air by means of a Ringelmann chart.  ug/m3 is micrograms p er cubic meter 
and is a weight to volume ratio. S02 and TSP ,. being primarily responsible 
fo·r: the threat to health, are measured most closely . 
23American Jurisprudence - Proof of Facts vol. 24, "Pollution Con­
trol (Rochester, New York: Lawyers' Cooperative, 1 9 70 ) ,  p .  365 . 
e• .....  rm :cwsr:;r; · •Mq1•t'f'!m1Mt!'21r lW�'!j"""; 
Table 1 AIR POLLUTION EPISODE LEVELS 
.. ,,,.,.,,,.,� �"'"""""""'"""<": ··<e,;tr•>"'°"""'''li�C:';' {C�l':""i:l" ._.........,, .,.._,..,. . ...,,...,,,.'f'�'.""' . ' ·��· ··;--'"<""""l 
W. A TC H I YELLOW RED EMERGENCY I 
ALERT ALERT 
�� �� ��7 �'.ttffibbt*'1�·� "?�.,� � _,,."£?�'?)'Sfttl!'! .. :'¥'XS?Jif!HWMW'Ttnf2 �:..·"� , ..,�,.t;171!;m3�:ttM!� ". 
POLLUTANT 
�>lJSPENDl:D P/\RTICULATE 
MATTER ( TSP ) 
SULFUR DIOXIDE (502) 
PRODUCT (S02 x TSP ) 
CARBON MONOXIDE ( CO ) 
P�IOTO-CHEMICAL 
OXIDANTS ( 03) 
il!TROGEN DIOXIDE (N02) 
ll'fOROCJ\ROONS (N-MHC) 
I 
I 
I 
2 hour 
5 COH-625 ug/m3 
2 hour 
0.30 ppm 
2 hour 
l. 0 
2 hour 
30 ppm 
(ADVISORY) · 
2 hour 
0.07 ppm 
2 hour 
0.40 ppm 
24 hour 
3 COH-375 ug/m3 
� hour 
0.30 ppm 
4 hour 
'1.0 
24 hour 
0.20 
8 hour 
15 ppm · 
I 1 hour 
. 17 ppm 
l hour 
0.60 ppm 
24 hour 
0 .15 ppm 
24 hour 
5 COH-625 ug/m3 
24 hour 
7 COH-875 ug/m3 
4 hour 4 hour 
0.35 ppm 0.40 ppm 
4 hour 4 hour 
2.0 2.4 
24 hour 24 hour 
0.80 1. 20 
· .. 8 hour 8 hour 
30 ppm 40 ppm 
l hour 1 hour 
. 30 ppm .50 ppm 
l hour 1 hour 
1.20 ppm 1.60 ppm 
24 hour 24 hour 
0.30 ppm 0.40 ppm 
None .�Oil-METHANE None None l_ None 
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Source: Annual Air Quality Report, 1976 
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CHAPTER III 
THE ROLE OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS IN 
AIR POLLUTION CO�'iTROL 
Air pollut ion is a very complex and permanent problem. Air 
pollut ion can be controlle d ,  however, and economic analysis is useful 
.. 
t o  this end. Economic s ,  howeve r ,  is relatively new as a method o f  
dealing with the problem o f  air pollution. 
The ultimate solution will not be a miracle gadget that elim-
inates the source since man himself is the source of the problem. 
Rathe r ,  the solution will be some sort of cost-benefit analys is which 
weighs the cost o f  damages against the benefits derived from the absence 
of contaminants. 
Air pollution is the result of using the ambient airways as a 
waste d isposal medium. This is done simply because i t  costs the emitter 
nothing. However ,  with the enforcement o f  control s tandards , a cost is 
generated and the problem takes on new perspectives . 
Economics is a social science concerned with making evaluations 
and choos ing among alternative s ,  whereas ecology is a study o f  the inter-
relationship between organ isms and their environment .  The close t ies of 
ecology and economics24 are evident but have usually been overlooked, 
24The words , ecology and economics,  are derived from the same Greek 
word. Economic is "Oikonomia" which is from "Oikonomos" which means the 
manager o f  a household. Ecology is from "Oikos" and ology, study, meaning 
the study o f  a house. House could be analogous t o  earth. 
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although it does appear th.at the two sciences are now being rejoine d .  
Each is concerned with describing their interests in terms of flows of 
materials, goods or wealth, and the continuation of the resulting equi-
librium in the flows within the system. 
Kneese states that the contribution of economic analysis falls 
generally into three categories : creation of a conceptual framework, 
14 
empirical information on the benefits and costs associated with environ­
mental management ,  and help in the analysis of control systems. 2 5  
.· 
The conceptual framework is built on assumptions o f  the market 
systems, or lack of a market ,  institutions and a myriad of other condi-
tions . 
Economics can contribute significantly to the formation of public 
policy. Public policy problems concerning the development and allocation 
of resources are usually derived within the "framework" of welfare eco-
nomics.  These ideas are either explicitly or implicitly incorporated into 
the work (framework) of most economist s .  As regards t o  environmental 
deterioration the role of welfare economics is summed up as follows: 
One of the most important functions o f  
economic analysis i s  to evaluate public 
policy. Economics , contrary to common 
usage, begins with the postulate that 
man is the menace of all things . Direct 
damage to human health and happiness is 
more directly economics , therefore, than 
damage to property which is simply an 
intermediate means to health and happi­
ness. Neither do economists regard 
"economics" as a synonym for "pecuniary " .  
25
Allen V.  Kneese, "Economics and the Quality 
Some Empirical Experiences , "  in Pollution, Resources , 
ed.  Alvin Enthoven and Myrick Freeman Ill (New York: 
p .  7 2 .  
o f  the Environmen t :  
and the Environmen t ,  
w. ·w. Norton, 1973), 
Rather, money is but one o f  the many means 
to ends , as well as a useful measure of 
value. Economic damage therefore includes 
damages to human functions and pleasures . 
The economis t tries to weigh these direct 
effects on people in the same balance with 
other costs and benefits--to the end o f  
making decisions to maximiz e  net social 
benefits. 26 
Economics in Environmental Decision Making 
15  
Economics has an important role in determining public policy and 
decisions concerning environmental polic;·, but i t  has limitations. 2 7  A 
tradeoff must b e  made b etween prosperity,  or affluence, 28 population 
levels , t echnology and environmental qualit y .  Economics offers a frame-
work in which the level of tradeoffs can b e  determined. 
Economics can aid decisions in pollution control in the following 
ways : t raditional cost-benefit analysis;  planning developments;  compari-
so� of alternative sites ;  the design of p roj ects and modes of developmen t ;  
developing economic incentives to control pollution; and finally , in deter­
mining environmental standards . 29 
26nason Gaffney, "Applying Econo:dc Controls , "  Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists (June 1965 ) , p .  2 0 .  Cit ed by Kneese ,  in "Externalities 
and the Quality o f  the Environment : Some Empirical Experiences" (New 
York: Norton, 1973) , p .  7 3 .  
2 7see John A .  Jaksch, The Role of Economics i n  Environmental 
Decision Making: An Environmental Economis ts'  Viewpoint, p r esenation at 
the 71st Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution Control Association, June 25-
30 , 1978.  
28Environmental deterioration is in part a by-product o f  an indus­
trialized and affluent society but environmental quality is also a luxury 
which is paradoxly only affordable by the affluent nations. 
29  Jaksch, p.  1 1 .  
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The limitations of economics in decision making are that i t  can-
not precisely mone tize the physical effects of pollution; i t  is difficult 
to translate data from economics to biology; regional differences cause 
difficulty in transferring data analysis from one area to another; some 
of the implications on "i rreversible" actions cannot be analyzed by eco-
nomists ; and economic methodology in the field of environmental policy 
1 . . · 11 l 1 . 30 ana ysis is sti <eve oping. 
Economists must also be concerned with the questions of extern-
alities and misallocation of resource s .  Externalitie s ,  spillover affects , 
arise in pollution p roblems since the market s t ructure alone is insuf f i-
cient to make an individual �olluter bear the costs resulting from his 
emissions. There is a misallocation of resources because , of the extern-
alities , the price system is not applied to society common property 
resource s .  
Economic incentives , o r  disincentives , d o  not exist for these 
resources either, so there 'vill be a continuing environmental problem. 
Kneese argued very simply that "our present environmental p roblems , at 
least their environmental pollution aspe cts,  are primarily a result of  
failures in our system o f  economic incentives . 113 1  
30rbid. , p .  9 .  
31Allen Kneese , "Protecting Our Environment and Natural Resources 
in the 1 9 70's , "  1971 Resources for the Fu_ture Reprint No. 88.  Cited by 
Andrew Thompson in "Legal Responses to Pollution Problems , "  Natural 
Resource Journal 12 (April 1972 ) : 2 9 .  
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Economic Damages of Air Pollution 
Many efforts have been made over the last fifteen years to quan-
tify the damages as costs. Alternatively the cost could be expressed in 
increased morbidity, in shortened life (increased mortality ) , in agri-
cultural losses, and in reduced property values . 
Damages can be either direct or indirect . Direct effects are far 
easier to measure since it is simply the number of units damaged multi-
plied by the price per unit. Indirect effects are induced by the direct 
effects , the economic loss both to individuals and market values. 32  
A number of attempts have been made over the years to calculate 
the actual dollar value of the damages incurred due to the emission o f  
air poll�tants. The bias of the investigator usually limits its "correct-
ness" . Damages are very difficult to measure with either " p recision or 
comprehensiveness , "
.
and since air quality standards are themselves " arbi-
trary and subop timal," the result is that most estimates o f  damages are 
33 merely elaborate guesses. 
Illustrating the inaccuracy of estimates is the following : a 
$1 1 billion annual damage function i n 1958 was derived from a 1 9 1 3  Mellon 
Ins titute study. It determined that the smoke nuisance imposed a burden 
on the city equal to $20 a year per cit izen. This figure was adjusted 
upward to 1959 prices, using the commodity price index, and then multi-
32 Larry Barrett and Thomas Waddell,  Cost of Air Pollution Damage : 
A Status Report (Research Triangle Park, N. C . : U . S .  Environmental Pro­
tection Agency , 1973) , p .  4 .  
33 
Sanford Rose , "The Economics of Environmental Qualit y , "  Fortune , 
February 1970,  p .  1 2 1-22. 
plied by the national population in 1958 and hence the $11 billion 
figure. 34 
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This simplis tic analysis , however, is not far removed from other 
more "scientific" derivations. Estimates f or the total cost of air pol-
lution damages (which can be reasonably measured in dollars) "range from 
a low of $6 . 1  billion t o  a high of $18. 5 bill ion per year with a 'best '  
estimate of $12 . 3  billion for 1970. 1135 
The method used t o  derive cost estimates is usually one of six 
types : technical coefficients of production and consumption; market 
studies; opinion surveys; litigation surveys; political expressions of 
social choice; and the delphi method. 36 The methods can be used in a 
number of combinations but Waddell concludes that " only the technical 
coefficients and market study approaches have been used with measureable 
success in increasing the benefits of controlling air pollution . "37 
34the major difficulties with this method are that damage varies 
with regions , and the human health factor is not completely allowed for 
in this method. 
35 th omas E .  Waddell, The Economic Damages of Air Pollution (Wash­
ington, D . C . : Washington Environmental Research Center, 1974) , p .  1 9 .  
Waddell arrived at these estimates from a survey of the literature , an 
extrapolation of previ ous studies (which have passed critical review) and 
the prevailing air quality levels present in 1970. Other studies were con­
ducted by Ridker ( 1 967) , Kneese ( 1966 ) , Crocker ( 1969) , Lave and Seskin 
( 1970) , Lave ( 1 972), and Anderson and Crocker ( 1 97 1 ) , among others . 
36rbid . , p .  1 .  The technical coefficients method js a damage func­
tion approach , i t  invokes a translation of physical damage int o  economic 
terms on a micro-level and then extrapolating to the population . The 
market studies method me.;sures damages explicitly by ' market valuations ' .  
Opinion surveys are public opinion polls used t o  evaluate utility and 
demand functions . Litigation surveys are used in place of opinion sur­
veys, legal case s ,  t o  estimate damage . Political expressions of social 
choice are used to measure the ' intens ities' of social choice by politi­
cal means . The delphi method is obtaining the knowledge , testimony , of 
an expert. 
37 1b1·d. , 133 34 PP· - · 
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Included among the limi tations o f  estimating damage costs are: 
questionable monitoring techniques or incomplete data; synergistic 
actions of pollutants which then complicate the categorization of effects 
and coses ; weak assumptions made in the extrapolation of experimental data 
to the actual data; extra-market effects which are not quanti fiable and 
thus lost; and the problem of double counting. 38 
Environmental Benefits 
Environmental benefits are defined as "those societal benefits 
resulting from a reduction in damages associ ated with a decrease in 
. 1 1 1  . 1139 environmenta po ution . 
There is a cost associ ated with achieving these benefits. Society 
must absorb not only direct costs , such as expenditures by the federal, 
state and local governments for ab a':ement, but the secondary , e conomic 
impacts--costs such as unemployment, industrial migration and loss of 
p roductive capacity. 
Although i t  is difficult to monetize the damages of air pollution , 
to monetize its benefits is even more difficult. Benenfits can affect any 
40 
one of a number of areas of our lives. 
According to a study done by the IIEQ, benefit assessment is s till 
in its infancy, at best an "inexact science . "  Many benefits cannot be 
38rbid . ,  p p .  133-34. 
39Howard Roberts , and Herman Severing, A Guide to Environment�! 
Benefits Assessment in Econumic Impact Stud:ies , IIEQ Document No.  77/32 
(October 1 977), p .  4 .  
40Areas such as human health, the national environment, recreation , 
aesthe tics , industry, agriculture, materials and energy . 
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quant ified let alone monetized; thus any assessement must be open-ended 
to allow for evaluation and re-evaluation as new data becomes available.4 1  
The importance of benefit assessment i s  great since i t  i s  the 
measure by which society can evaluate its relative position and choose 
alternate courses of action. 
Cost-Benefit Analysis 
If pollution is a permanent fixture of our economic system, then 
.. 
a decision must be made on what is the optimum level. Cost-benefit analy-
sis is an economic framework which provides a solution to this dilemma. 
Cost-benefit analysis is of ten referred to theoret ically but 
applications of the method to decisions relative to the control of air 
pollutant emissions have been relatively rare . 4 2  
I f  the damage and benefit funct ions can be determined ,  then a 
marginal rate of both costs and benefits can be determined. According 
to marginal economic theory , the op timal level of pollution will be where 
marginal social costs (MSC) are equal to marginal social benefits (MSB) .  
The level of pollution will be a positive value since pollution by defi-
nition cannot be eliminated , but it is op�imal when MSC equals MSB. Any 
further reduction in pollution levels would lead to greater divergence 
o f  costs over benefits and further misallocation of resources . 
41Roberts and Severing, pp. XI-XII. The existence of these d iffi­
culties complicates Illinois Law 79/790 which requires economic impact 
studies on rules and regulations passed by the PCB and any proposed 
legislation. 
420. Warner North; and M. W. Merkhofer, "A Methodology for Ana­
lyzing Emission Control Strategies , "  Computers and Operations Researc� 3 
(August 1976 ) : 1 85 .  
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In this chapter I have discussed the importance of economic theory 
in making decisions concerning environmental policy. In the following 
chapter it vill be necessary to introduce the various levels of govern­
ment which are essential in formulating and implementing any policy con­
cerning environmental pollution. 
CHAPTER IV 
GOVERNMENT ROLES 
Air pollution is not unique t o  modern man . Air pollution has 
occurred throughout history; Dubos points out that atmospheric pollution 
began when man started t o  use fires. 43 
Although pollution had its origin with the creation of man , it 
does not grow severe until the settlement of the first cities some 10,000 
years ago. The development of the city represented not only the beginning 
of civilization but the genesis of serious pollut ion. The relationship 
between populat ion and pollution in a given geographic area is a direct 
one .  The industrial revolut ion only intensified the problem of p ollution. 
Since the problem is a complicated one and difficult for man t o  
deal with, he has relied upon government t o  cdntrol the problem. Govern-
ment programs and policies can be from either the local , state, regional, 
or federal level. 
Role of Local Governments 
Air pollution ls a highly centralized ,  local problem, s o  it  
receives a minimum of attention by government and business unless the 
pollut ion is severely felt or where pollution control can be directed to 
a specific source. 
43Rene Dubos , Man Adapt ing (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 
1967). 
22 
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In Illinois , there are 1 , 267 municipalities44 and a countless 
number of private businesses which are actual and potential emitters of 
air pollutants. A limitation of any study trying to relate these smaller 
segtnerits , which comprise a "micro·-level" in the overall air pollution con-
trol program, is that any generalizations drawn from such a study would 
be very weak. The primary responsibility for dealing with air pollution 
has traditionally been a function of local, municipal governments . Since 
each has its own unique , emitters and receptors , conditions, it would be 
... 
very difficult to develop a policy which everyone , everywhere could follow. 
Standards adopted on the micro-level are guidelines that are 
" legally enforceable" which local polluters and agencies must observe . 
Pollution is a local problem and the solution lies on the local 
level.  Because local government control is not practical, the state and 
federal government have assumed a vital role. Foremost among the problems 
facing local government are that municipalities are unable to "generate 
sufficient revenues" to meet EPA regulations·: 45 This lack of revenue has 
been solved by aid from both the state and federal agencies . Local govern-
ments have complained also that interference by the EPA has destroyed long­
range plans which were based on previous schedules . 46 These " previous 
schedules" usually did not include the abatement of p ollution with long-
range plans, and this is a significant reason for including so-called 
interference of the state and federal government .  
44A municipality i s  defined as any city , village, o r  incorporated 
town (by Illinois Environmental Protection Act, Sec. 1003(p ) ) . There are 
some 6 , 400 local governmental units in Illinois .  
45State o f  Illinois, 8th Report of the Cities and Village Municipal 
Commission, 1973 Illinois Municipal. Problems , p .  1 0 .  
46Ibid. 
Local governments have been concerned p redominantly with pollu-
tion only as it  related to water supply, sewage disposal,  solid wastes, 
parks and open spaces. Cities have reacted to air pollution only after 
i t  constitutes a nuisance to the couununity. 
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The earliest pollution laws in the United States were enacted by 
cities and were ordinances dealing with the nuisance of smoke. In 188 1 ,  
Chicago and Cincinnati passed smoke control laws , and by 1 9 1 2 , twenty-
three of the twenty-eight American cities with populations over 200,000 
� 4 7  had similar laws (though these were not strictly enforced) . It  wasn' t 
until the problem became serious that these laws were stiffened or 
enforced. 
The cit ies were the major governmental unit dealing with the prob-
lem until the first "serious effort" by the federal government with the 
passage o f  the Air Quality Act of 1967.  Up until that t ime , the federal 
government participated by research and technical assistance. By 1967 , 
only thirty-five states had air pollution control regulations . 
When th•: federal government did act and set policies , it  is believed 
business was in favor o f  them. Diamond points out that business leaders 
are in favor of the federal government setting envirorunental standards and 
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regulations, because the p revious fragmented programs under separate 
state control led to uncertainty about policies. 
Environmental p rograms have had, therefore, a local focus since 
the early days of the United States. The earliest programs were not con-
cerned with pollution as much as providing services to the community. 
47Thompson, p. 3 7 .  
48Robert S .  Diamond , "What Bus iness Thinks About I t s  Environment , "  
Fortune 81 (2)  (February 1970) : 1 1 8- 1 9 ,  1 7 1-72. 
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Local governments often viewed environmental problems and programs as 
being restricted to local levels . Increased pollution, population 
levels, and proximity of neighboring communities changed this thinking. 
Local agencies are so diversified in priorities , financial cap-
abilities, and pollution problems that an uncertainty of action has 
resulted. The growing severity of conflicts between neighboring com-
munities has resulted in state and federal governments becoming ;more· � 
involved in what was once simply a local problem. 
Illinois was one of. the first states to adopt legislation con-
cerning the "prevention , abatement and control" of air pollution. I t  
passed the I llinois Air Pollution Control Act49 on August 1 9 ,  1963.  
This act created the Air Pollution Control Board as an independent 
agency working toward both p revention and control. The nine members of 
the board were appointed to represent a variety o f  professional and citi­
zen groups concerned and qualified to fight pollution. SO 
The act was amended significantly twice , once in August , 1965 , and 
again in August of 1967. 5 1  Though the 1963 act and the board were to prove 
ineffective in many aspect s ,  i t  was an 
:
early attempt by the Illinois legis-
lature to deal with the growing problem o f  air pollution. 
49Illinois Revised Statutes, Ch . 1 1 1� ,  Sec . 2 40 . l  et seq . (Illinois 
Law 1963,  p .  3191 ) .  
SO
The Director of Public Health was chairman along with board mem­
bers including a professional engineer with at least 5 years experience in 
air pollution, a surgeon , an agriculture man , private rr.anufacturing, labor , 
municipal government, and two at large. 
51 
Amended on August 2 4 ,  1965 by Illinois Law 1965 , p .  367 2 ;  Sec. 5 
was amended to broaden the powers and duties of the board. Amended on 
August 1 1 ,  1967 by I llinois Law 1967,  p .  291 3 ;  Sec. 15  was amended giving 
the Attorney Ceneral power t o  bring sui t ,  on request of the board and in 
the name of t he people of Illinois . 
Under the 1963 act , air pollution was handled by the Air Pollu-
tion Control Board, water pollution by the Sanitary Water Board , and 
solid waste management was incorporated into the Department of Public 
Health. It was the latter agency which actually oversaw the system and 
controlled i t .  
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The Air Pollution Control Board arid the Sanitary Water Board both 
had the ability to set pollution control s tandards and to turn ove� 
enforc�ent proceedings to the Attorney Genera�, who filed the cases in 
.. 
circuit courts. But the boards merely " rubber s tamped" the recommenda-
tions of the Department of Public Health, and very few cases were filed. 
The boards were, for the most part , understaffed and underfunded. 
The Illinois Environmental Protection Act52 of 1970 created a new 
three-agency system. These agencies were the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) , the Pollution Control Board (PCB) , and the Illinois Insti-
tute for Environmetnal Quality (IIEQ) . Theoretically , the three agencies 
can all work together to promote the maximization of welfare for the people 
of Illinois, but interagency competition has caused difficulty. 53 
52r llinois Revised Statutes 197 1 ,  Chap . 1 1 1� ,  Sec. 1001 et  seq. 
Approved June 29,  1970, effective July 1 ,  1970.  
53The difficulties continued beyond the early years after forma­
tion ( 1970-72) . See Taylor Pensoneau, "EPA' s Shifting Strategy in Illinois ' 
War Against Pollution, "  Illinois Issues, May 1975 , pp . 145-47. 
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Each of the agencies has a role that differs from the others, 
but some functions have been intentionally duplicated. 54 The Office of 
Attorney General should also be considered as part of the Illinois system 
since his office is intrically involved in enforcement . The duplicated 
functions were devised to "step up regulatory work" but some of them 
have been counterproductive. 
The EPA was established in the executive branch of the s tate under 
the supervision and direction o f  a director who is appointed by the governor ,  
with advice and consent o f  the Senate ,  for a term o f  two years . 55 
The EPA ' s  primary functions include the collection, analysis and 
distribution of data regarding the quantity and nature o f  emis.sion sources 
in the state. The EPA is regarded as the enforcement agency of the system. 
It also recommends s tandards , issues permits ,
5 6  
investigates nuisances, 
54This "healthy spirit of competition" was deliberately devised 
between th� agencies , such as EPA and th2 Attorney General ' s  Office with 
regards to ·the "responsibility of prosecuting" violators. One o f  the expla­
nations for the devised duplication is that when the act was drafted by 
former Governor Richard B .  Ogilvie, Attorney General William Scott was con­
sidered a strong contender for the 1972 Republican gubernatorial nomination. 
Scott had been gaining popularity for his role in bringing action against 
large corporations and it made political sense to eliminate some of this 
power and delegate it to the EPA. The spirit of competition proved too 
much for Illinois and by informal agreement and reorganization of the �PA 
some of the counterproductivity of this compet ition was abated . 
55
Environmental Protection Act , Illinois Revised Statutes , Chap . 
1 1 1�, par. 1004 (a) . 
56Illinois uses a permit system to control emission source s .  
According to state regulations, no person can cause or construct a new 
emission source or control equipment without obtaining an EPA permit .  
Richard Briceland estimated in 1975 that some 19 ,000 sources emit air 
pollutants per year in Illinois , but 9 , 000 of them don ' t  have a permit ,  
a detailed document incidentally , which may be no longer than twenty 
pages . 
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initiates enforcement actions , and distributes financial aid ,  federal and 
state grants and renders technical assistance. 5 7  
The Pollution Control Board (PCB) is an independent board which 
consists of five technically qualified members , no more than three of 
whom may be of the same political party. They are appointed by the 
governor with the advice and consent o f  the Senate and serve s taggered 
58 three-year terms . One of the board members is designated as chairman 
by the governor and serves at the option of the governor . 
. . · 
The PCB is the quasi-judicial portion of the tri-agency system. 
I t  has the ability to define and interpret s tandards and may set standards, 
rules and regulations for the state. The board holds hearings on viola-
tions of the act , rules and standards adopted, and hears appeals o f  denied 
permits.  The board may also hold hearings brought to i t  on petitions from 
a citizen or the state of Illinois. 59 
The IIEQ was established within the executive branch of the state 
and is under the supervision and control of a director, appointed by the 
60 
governor for a term of three years . 
The IIEQ is the research arm of the tri-agency system. Its duties 
include investigating and implementing studies relating to technology and 
• 
the administration of environmental protection. 
57 
Haskell and Price, p .  6 .  
58Environmental Protection Act of  1970,  Illinois Revised Statutes , 
par. 1005 (a) . 
59citizens must comply with the same provisions of the act that the 
EPA follows . (Illinois Rev. Stat . , Chap . 1 1 1�, sec. 1031 (a) ) This requires 
notice of twenty-one days to the violator informing him of the complain t ' s  
specifics . 
60Environmental Protection Act of 1970,  Illinois Revised Statutes, 
Chap . 1 1 1!"2, par. 1006 (a) . 
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The intent of the act was to use the IIEQ as a technical s taff 
since it was to cooperate with the EPA, PCB and other state agencies . 
In practice, the IIEQ has worked much more closely with the PCB than any 
o ther agency ; thus is criticized for not being fully independent . 
There is a system of collecting and measuring air quality data 
in Illinois known as the Air Monitoring Network. "The Illinois Air 
Monitoring Network is composed of equipment operated both by the I l linois 
EPA and by cooperative local agencies in the state and has operationally 
.. 
been oriented t o  determine ambient air quality in the various Illinois Air 
Quality Control Regions (AQCR) . "  The AQCR' s were designed by the federal 
government utilizing j urisdictional boundaries ,  urban-industrial concen-
· d · 1 d . 
· 6 1  trations an meteorog1ca con 1t1ons. 
Illinoi s .  
Role o f  the Federal Government 
Figure 1 shows the AQCR ' s in 
The role of the federal government should not be underestimated 
in air pollution control. Air pollution was not recognized as a national 
62 problem until fairly recently. · concern grew as the threat to human 
health, property and the welfare of the community were challenged. 63 
6 1 1976 Annual Air Quality Report , Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency , p .  1 3 .  
62 
The U. S .  Public Health Service did a study of carbon monoxide 
in automobile exhaust in 1925 , but given the number of cars in that period 
it is easy to understand why the study did not arouse national interest .  
63california became the first state to enact an air pollution con­
trol law ln 1 94 7 .  Their first smog attack occurred five years earlier but 
was mis takenly recognized as a Japanese gas attack. 
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The history of congressional action on air pollution began in 
1949 when four bills64 were introduced into the House of R�presentatives . 
None of the bills got out of  committee but they did establish a precedent 
of pollution control research. Other bills were introduced in subsequent 
sessions of Congress but legislation was not passed until 1.955 . 
The Air Pollution Control Act65 was signed into law on July 1 4 ,  
1955 , serving as the basic air pollution measure until the Clean Air Act 
of 1963.  The 1955 act "authorized the Surgeon General t o  conduct research; 
investigate on reque s t ;  prepare reports ; and to make grants and enter into 
contracts on proj ects of research, demonstrations and training. 66 
While the act does mark the official entrance of the federal govern-
ment into the field of air pollution legislation and control ,  it recog-
nizes that state and local governments have primary responsibility for 
air pollution control. 
The Clean Air Act67 was signed into law on December 1 7 ,  1963.  
This act was the result of many policy developments between 1955 t o  1963.
68 
It expanded the federal role by providing for both intra and interstate 
federal enforcement of pollution abatement . I t  did not grant unlimited 
64tt . J . R. 352 ; H. R.  6352 ; H . J . R .  379 ; and H . J . R. 380. 
65 P . L .  84-159 , 69 Stat. 322; 42 U . S . C . , Secs . 1857- 1 857f.  
66Robert G. Dyck, Evolution of Federal Air Pollution Control 
Policy (University of Pit tsburgh, 197 1 ) ,  p .  1 9 .  
6 7  P . L .  88-206, 77 Stat . 392 ; 4 2  u . s . c . � Secs . 1857-18571. 
68one of the shifts in policy was to show that greater federal 
action was required if the goal of air pollution control was to be achieved. 
control because enforcement within a state by the federal government is 
authorized only after invitation by a governor. The act authorized 
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grants to assist state and ·local governments and accelerated the research 
and technical assistance by the federal government .  
The act provided a "substantially expanded" budge t ,  authorizing 
$100 million over the next few years. Grants authorized to the state and 
local governments were conditional upon matching funds for pollution pre-
vention p rograms . 
Throughout 1963, legislation was concerned with the "development 
and dissemination" of federal air quality criteria. I t  was held that the 
establishment of air quality criteria was a first step towards state and 
local action t o  set ambient air quality standards, which would lead to 
state and local emission s tandards
69 
consistent with national one s . 70 
The Clean Air Act was amended in 1965 to enable the Secretary of 
7 1  
HEW to establish standards and was amended in 1966 t o  supplement author-
ity for grants for the establishment of state and local air pollution pro-
grams. The 1966 amendments increased the 1963 appropriations to $ 186 
million over the next three fiscal year s .  
69The term criteria is descriptive of the effects o f  a certain 
concentration of pollution and the t ime o f  exposure. Ambient Air Standards 
is the desired quality of the air. Emission Standards are the restrictions 
on the amount discharged from a source. (From a Study of Pollution-Air ,  
U . S .  Senate Subcommittee on Public Works , 1963) , p p .  47-49. 
70 Dyck, p p .  55-56.  
7 1The first national emission standards were for gasoline powered 
motor vehicles .  (P . L .  89-272, 79 Stat. 992) The amendment also dealt 
with research in solid waste disposal. 
72 The Air Quality Act of 1 9 6 7 ,  s i gned into law on November 2 1 ,  
3 3  
allowed states to set up different standards, because of local conditions , 
but a minimum air quality could be insisted upon later by the federal 
government. It made the state responsible for the adoption, implementa-
tion, moni toring and enforcement of air pollution standards , but i t  main-
tained the right to intervene. 
Other p rovisions of the act were to establish "national atmosphere 
areas , "  which were sectors with similar pollution-related characteristics; 
.. 
to designate Air Quality Control Regions (AQCR' s)  which could be used in 
promulgating ambient air standards; and , finally , to develop and issue to 
the states "criteria of air quality" to protect public health and welfare . 7 3  
The act expanded the role o f  the federal government and developed the 
regional framework of government to deal with pollution. 
74 
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 was signed into 
law on January 1 ,  1970 as the first official action of President Nixon in 
the 1970 ' s . 75 The purpose of the act was to declare a national policy , to 
encourage a p roductive and enjoyable harmony of man and nature ,  to p romote 
72 P . L .  96- 148,  8 1  Sta t .  4 85 ;  42 U . S . C. , Secs. 1857- 18571. 
73Dyck, pp.  77-78. 
74P . L .  91-190,  83  Stat. 852 ; 42 U . S . C . , Sec. 4321 et seq . 
75This action by Nixon doesn' t mean that he was an advocate of the 
"environmental movement". Dreyfuss and Ingram point out that " contemporary 
documents reveal that the Nixon administration had aggressively opposed 
enactment of the measure throughout the legislation process, and that the· 
President ' s  signature . . .  was a belated and lukewarm acquiescence t o  a 
growing national concern . . .  " 
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efforts to eliminate environmental damage , to s timulate the health and 
welfare o f  man, and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality. 76 
The NEPA was a significant development in that Congress recognized the 
''actual importance" of res to ring and maintaining environmental quality. 
The Council on Environmental Quality was es tablished in the 
Executive Office and was fortified with the passage o f  the Environmental 
Quality Improvement Act of 1970. 77 An Executive Order covering what pri-
orities should be pursued gave an "extraordinarily broad" sweep to the 
.. 
NEPA. 78 
The NEPA was viewed at the time o f  its passage as being possibly 
the most effective piece of environmental legislation ever written and 
indeed there are those that believe this to be true in practice. 79 This 
position is j ustified on the grounds that in the implementat ion o f  the 
NEPA the objectives of the act were expanded and thus the impact was 
enhanced . 
The passage o f  the NEPA also led to the creation of five federal 
agencies which united programs that heretofore were fragmented among 
several agencies. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) , es tablished in July of 
1 9 7 0 ,  is an independent agency whose main role is to establish and enforce 
76 
42 U . S . C . , Sec. 4321 e t  seq . 
77 42 U . S .  C. , Sec. 45 72 ; which al�:o provided a staff.  
78 
American Jurisprudence 2 d ,  vol. 6 1  "Pollution Control , "  
Rochester, New York: Lawyers Cooperative , 1 9 72) , pp.  819-82 1 .  
79see "The National Environmental Policy Act : A View of Intent 
and Priorities , "  by David Dreyfus and Helen Ingram, National Resource 
Jo�rnal 16 (April 1 9 76) . 
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standards , monitor and analyze the environment, conduct research and 
demons trations , and assist state and local governments with pollution 
80 control programs. The EPA assumed the roles previously handled by the 
Federal Water Quality Administration in the Department of the Interior, 
the National Air Pollution Control Administration and Solid Waste Manage-
ment in HEW: the advisory capacity of the Federal Radiation Council; the 
authority to set standards for radiation hazards of the Atomic Energy 
Commission; the function o f  pesticide registration from the Department 
.. 
o f  Agriculture; and the function of pesticide research from the Food and 
8 1  
Drug Administration o f  HEW. 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA ) , 
within the Department of Commerce, was established in August , 197 1 ,  as 
a result of the NEPA. The NOAA, like EPA, unites many programs into one 
agency . The functions of the NOAA are to conduct a " continuing review" 
of oceanic and atmospheric s cience programs and to advise the Secretary 
f C . . . . f . . l h 
82 o ommerce on priorities in con orming wit1 t e act . 
The Clean Air Amendments of 1970,  approved on December 3 1 ,  1970,  
were passed to amend the Clean Air Act and to provide a more "effective 
83 
program" to improve the quality of the nation ' s  ambient air. 
The act represents a drastic change in federal programs and a 
radical departure in the legislative approach of the federal government .  
80Environmental Quality, First Annual Report of the Council on 
Environmental Quality, p .  2 5 .  
81Arnerican Jurisprudence, p p .  823-24. 
82P . L .  92- 1 2 5 ,  85 Stat. 344 . 
83 
P . L .  91-190, 84 Stat. 1 6 7 6 ;  42 U . S . C . , Sec .  1857 et  seq . ; 49 
U . S . C . ,  Sec. 142 1 ,  1430 ; and 50 U . S . C . , app. Sec. 456 . 
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As Greco points out , "instead of following the past procedure of estab-
lishing air pollution s tandards commensurate with existing technological 
feasibility, Congress has shifted to a policy which forces technology to 
84 catch up with the newly p romulgated s tandards . "  The EPA acquired some 
of the "responsibilities and powers" that were bestowed upon the Secretary 
of HEW, thereby solidifying its position as the federal agency with 
authority over pollution control. Although individual states retain 
the primary responsibility for enforcement , the EPA can initiate enforce­
ment proceedings. 85 
Role of the Private Sector 
Since our society is based on the idea of free enterprise, it is 
worth noting the role of the private sector in pollution control . The 
activities of businesses are p robably as varied as the number and types 
o f  private business organizations. A national survey by Cremeans86 indi-
cated that 2 1  percent of responding businesses did have "capital expendi­
tures for air or water pollution abatement . 1 1 87 Cremeans ·also concluded 
that pollution regulations have not reduced plant and equipment expendi-
tures. So it can be inferred from this study that a small proportion of 
of businesses do undertake policies to abate pollution and that the 
84Greco, "·The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 , "  Boston College 
Indus trial and Commercial Law Review, vol. 1 2 ,  p .  5 8 1 .  
85 42 U . S . C . ,  Sec. 1857c-8. 
86John E .  Cremeans, "Capital Expenditures by Business on Air and 
Water Pollution Abatement , 1973 and Planned 1 9 7 4 , "  Survey of Current 
Business,  July 1974,  pp.  58-64. 
87 Ibid. , p .  5 8 .  
regulations prnmulgated by the controlling agencies have not seriously 
restricted the economic growth of business. 
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The three levels of government ,  and the private sector, comprise 
the American economic system so an understanding of the development of 
their policies is essential. In the next chapter I will outline the 
developments in the trends of air quality in Illinois from 1970 to 1 9 7 6 .  
Given an understanding of the background o f  organizations that deal with 
the problem, it is now necessary to review the measurable effect of these 
orgari�zat ions on air quality • 
. • 
TRENDS IN THE AIR QUALlTY OF ILLINOIS , 1 970-76 
Air quality in Illinois is measured by the Illinois Air monitor-
ing Network. The network measures pollutant concentrations and thereby, 
indirectly, emissions. 88 The network is composed of equipment and monitors 
owned and operated by federal, state, and cooperating local agencies. The 
limited number of monitoring sites in the network necessitates the use of 
statistical techniques and j udgments.  The network surveys the entire 
state but the heaviest concentration of sites are maintained in metro-
politan Chicago and metropolitan S t .  Louis. 
Air quality is a dynamic condition, not a static condition,
89 
so 
predictions from day to day are difficult. Meteorological conditions alone 
h h . d . . d 1 90 are enoug to create avoc in any pre ictive mo e . Air quality, more-
over, depends on the concentration of several pollutant s .  
Measurements are subj ect t o  a variety o f  variables and possible 
sources of error. The measurements are compared to the National Ambient 
88Emissions are defined as waste materials discharged into the 
envirunment ,  generally referring to air p6llution. Effluents are waste 
materials discharged in water pollution. 
89
1975 Annual Air Quality Report,  Illinois EPA, p .  1 8 .  
90 
Such weather conditions as wind, sunlight and rain can alter 
the concentration levels of emissions. It is the concentration levels 
o f  pollutants which pose the greatest direct threat to human life . And 
the concentration levels are indicat ive of the quality of air.  
38 
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) in order to estimate air quality. NAAQS 
criteria are maximum concentrations9 � permissible in order t o  protect 
human health (primary s tandards ) and welfare (secondary s tandards ) .  The 
p rimary and secondary standards p romulgated for Illinois, identical with 
NAAQS standards,  are outlined in Table 2 .  
Estimates o f  concentration levels are restricted by statistical 
limitations, since the results are only as good as the collection and 
interpretation methods allow. Some of the maj or factors affecting the 
.. 
validity of the data are the location of the s i t e ,  the sampling and 
analysis methodology, sensor design, station design, data reduction and 
transmission, and the quality of the personnel. 92 
The network has two types of samplers , continuous and noncontinuous. 
The characteristics of the area may determine which type is to be em?loyed 
as well as the type of data to be collected. 
Continous samplers are necessary to accommodate short-term s tandards 
(24 hours or less) and in areas o f  "potential rapidly changing air quality . 1193 
The noncontinuous type is used to measure long-term emission standards. 
A description of the methods and instruments used in the network is given 
in Appendix A .  
9 1concentrations are measured either in a weight-to-volume ratio , 
such as micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3) of  in a volume-to-volume ratio, 
such as parts per million (ppm) . 
92 1975 Annual Air Quality Report , p .  18. 
931977 Annual Air Quality Report,  p.  3 1 .  
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AMBIENT .AIR QUALITY STANDARDS 
T I ME OF  AVERAGE 
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Annual Geome t ri c  Mean 
24 hour 
Annual  Ari thme t i c  Mean 
24 hour 
3 hour 
·• 
8 hour  
1 hour 
l hour 
3 hour ( 6  to 9 Afvt )  
An n u a l  Ari thme ti c Mean 
. .. . . 
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I 
P R I M,l\RY STANDARD SE CONDARY STANDARD 
(AT 25°c and 760 rrm o f  Hg } 
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7 5 u �/�; �  
. . I 60 ug/m3 
260 ug/m3 1 50 ug/m3 
0 . 03 ppm ( 80 ug/m3 ) None 
0 . 1 4  ppm ( 365 ug/m3 ) None None 0 . 5  ppm ( 1 300 ug/m
3 ) 
9 ppm ( 1 0  mg/m3 ) Same as P r i m a ry 
3 5 ppm (40 mg/m3 ) Same as Primary 
. 
0 . 08 ppm ( 1 60 ug/m3 ) Same as  Prima ry 
0 . 2 4 ppm ( 1 60 ug/m 3 )  Same as  Primary 
0 . 05 ppm ( 1 00 ug/m3 ) Same as  Prima ry 
-..:..:t 
Sourc e : Armu�l Air Quality Report ,  1976 Illinois standards 
are identical to National standards . 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency , p .  5.  
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Illinois Air Pollutant Concentration, 1970-76 
The air pollution concentrations are used to estimate the quality 
of ambient air. Statistical proce,1ures and techniques,  which are out-
lined in Appendix B ,  are essential in collecting, describing, and inter-
preting emission level data. 
The state of Illinois and cooperating local agencies have a limited 
number94 of monitoring stations which are statistically located. Only a 
small sample of the ambient air is actually tested, but it is assumed that 
this method yields a correct representation of air quality. 
A minimum statistical culling criteria has been established to 
evaluate the accuracy of the data. For continuous instruments , 75 percent 
of the total possible yearly observations are necessary , and each quarter 
must yield at least 20 percent of the total data. Generally , a continuous 
site must have at least 100 observations or it fails the culling criteria. 
Noncontinuous samplers must have at least 20 samples to meet the criteria. 
Of these 20 samples , each quarter must be represented by at least five 
observations from a t  least two of the three months in each quarter. 
Annual data is derived from the aggregate observations from all 
sites meeting culling criteria. The statewide pollution levei is then 
determined by calculating the arithmetic mean of the sites daily geometric 
or arithmetic mean . This oversimplified statistic does not ,  however, 
account for localized pollution problems , but the measure does indicate 
the trend of concentrations of contaminants within the state. 
94By 1976 there were 369 instruments, of these 269 (73 percent) 
were concentrated in Chicago and East St .  Louis AQCR ' s .  The most common 
type of sampler was the hi-volume (TSP) sampler with a total of 150 (41 
percent) instruments. 
42 
Studies by Larson95 indicate that the "distribution of pollutant 
concentrations measured throughout the year i s ,  in many instances ,  log­
normally" distributed. 96 Thus , normal statistics can be applied, speci-
fically, the geometric mean and the standard geometric deviation . 
After a minimum of four years of valid data has been collected, a 
pollution t rend can be mathematically determined by means o f  the Daniel ' s  
Test using the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient.
9 7  This method is 
followed by the Illinois EPA and recommended by the U . S .  EPA in Guidelines 
.. 
for the Evaluation of Air Quality Trends . The magnitude of the trend is 
evaluated by means of a least-squares fit using a linear regression tech-
nique. There are five pollutant categories monitored. 
Total Suspended Particulates Concentration Levels 
Concentration of total suspended part1culates (TSP) has shown a 
general decrease f rom 1970 to 1976.  The state average is  the arithmetic 
mean of the annual geometric means from each of the sites reporting valid 
data. 
The pollutant concentration is measured in micrograms per cubic 
meter (ug/m
3
) ,  a weight- to-volume ratio. The primary s tandard is 75 ug/m3 
while the secondary standard is 
'
60 ug/m3. The highest recorded annual geo­
metric mean was reached in 1969 when a level of 259 ug/m3 was reached in 
Granite City. From 1 970-76 the highest level was 205 ug/m3 recorded in 
95
Ralph Larson , A Mathematical Model for Relat ing Air Quality 
Measurements to Air Quality Standards AP-89 (Research Triangle Park, N . C . : 
Office of Air Programs , 19 7 1 ) .  
96
1 976 Annual Air Quality Report ,  p .  40.  
97rbid. , p .  4 1 .  
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1970 ,  1972 , and again in 1974 in Granite City. The lowest level recorded 
was 30 ug/m3 reached in 1974 in Crystal Lake . 
The number of monitoring sites has varied over the years , but hi-
volume samplers have traditionally been the most numerous type of equip-
ment used within the network. Levels of TSP have been recorded since 
1966,  making it the most extensively recorded pollutant in Illinoi s .  In 
1976,  129 sites had valid annual average s ,  1975  had 1 32 sites, 1974 had 
1 35 sites , 1973 had 128 sites , 1972 had �2 0 ,  1 9 7 1  had 109,  while 1970 had 
a total of 88 sites reporting valid data. The primary s tandard has been 
exceeded, on a statewide level,  in every year except 1974 and 1975 . The 
secondary s tandard has been exceeded in every year. Table 3 lists the 
statewide average for TSP concentrations . 
Table 3 
STATEWIDE TSP LEVELS , 19 70-76 
--- ------- - ----- - - ----------- --
1 970 1 9 7 1  1972 1973  1974 
Statewide Ave . (ug/m3) 96 . 2  9 1 .  9 80 . 8  76  .. 5 7 3 . 4  
Sulfur Dioxide Concentration Levels 
1975 1976 
72  . 1  7 6 . 2  
The concentration of sulfur dioxide (S02 ) in the atmosphere has 
shown a downward trend from 1970 to 1976.  The statewide average , measured 
• 
in parts per million (ppm) , a volume-to-volume ratio, has dropped from a 
level of . 028 ppm in 1 9 70 to . 01 1  in 1976 .  The primary and secondary 
standard is 0 . 30 ppm and has never been exceeded on a statewide level .  
The number o f  sites reporting a valid annual arithmetic mean for 
so2 has fluctuated over tl1e period. In 1 9 76 there were 77 sites, 65 in 
144 
1 9 7 5 ,  43 in 1974,  53  in 1 973,  4 7  in 1 9 72 , 49 in 1 9 7 1 ,  and 31 sites report­
ing valid data for 1970. The maj ority of all sites (93 percent) have 
been under the p rimary s tandard over the period. The highest recorded 
level in Illinois was in 1971  when a level of . 07 1  ppm was reached . The 
lowest was . 00 1  recorded in 1973.  Table 4 lists the sta tewide average 
for so2 concentrations. 
Table 4 
STATEWIDE S02 LEVE1S , 1970-76 
1970 1971  1 9 72 1973 1974 1 9 7 5  1 976 
Statewide Ave. (ppm) . 02 8  . 01 9  . 019  . 01 3  . 014  . 01 2  . 0 1 1  
Nit rogen Dioxide Concent ration Levels 
The concentration of nitrogen dioxide (N02 ) in the atmosphere has 
been almost constant over the period 1970-76. Nitrogen dioxide is mea­
sured in ppm and has decreased from . 032 ppm in 1973 to . 029 in 1976.  
Prior to  1 9 7 3 ,  N02 samples were not collected on a routine basis, although 
data is available from six s i tes in 1 9 7 1 .  
The primary s tandard for N02 i s  . 050 ppm and this has been exceeded 
only five times out of 193  observations from 1970 to 1976.  The metropoli­
tan Chicago AQCR accounts for most of the N02 emissions in the state. 
The number of reporting sites is much smaller for N02 than for 
either TSP or so2 . In 1976 there were 62 sites , 56  in 1975 , 60 in 1974 , 
9 in 1973, and 6 sites reporting valid data in 1 9 7 1 .  The primary s tandard 
was exceeded, on a statewide level, only in 1 9 7 1 ,  but the limited number of 
sites casts doubts on the acceptab�lity of the data. Table 5 lists the 
statewide averages for �o2 concentrations . 
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Table 5 
STATEWIDE N02 LEVELS , 1970-76 
1970 1 9 7 1  1 9 72 1973 1974 1975 1976 
Statewide Ave. ( ppm) . 056 . 032 . 027  . 03 0  . 029 
Carbon Monoxide Concentration Levels 
The state and the NAAQS allow one excursion, either of the 8 
hour ( 9  ppm average) or the 1 hour (35 ppm) s tandard, of carbon nonoxide 
concentration. The primary s tandard is measured in both 8 and 1 hour 
s tandards,  and the secondary s tandard is the same as the primary. If 
more than one excursion is reported during the calendar year the site is 
in violation of the s tandard. 98 
The number of monitoring sites for CO are very limit�d in Illinois . 
The monitoring sites are heavily concentrated in the Chicago , Joliet , and 
East S t .  Louis areas . In 1 976 there were 20 sites reporting an annual 
arithmetic mean, in 1 9 75 there were 1 7 ,  1 5  in 1974,  6 in 1 9 7 2 ,  and 6 sites 
in 1 97 1 .  The 8 hour s tandard ( 9  ppm) will be used in calculating the annual 
arithmetic mean for each site.  A relatively large portion, 3 3  percent , of 
reporting sites have been in violation of the primary standard . 
Assuming that the reported data is an indication of the problem 
of CO, the trend for CO emissions has been up and then down. The data for 
98 
There exists a number of monitoring sites within any one AQCR, 
but if any one site is in violation of the NAAQS s tandard ,  the region is 
then in "nonconformance with the standard . "  Subdivisions of the region 
may necessitate v�ried control programs but the AQCR' s  were d evised to 
represent common characteristics. See Guidelines for the Interpretation 
of Air Quality Stun.dards (OAQPS 1 . 2 - 008) , February 1 97 7 .  
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197 1 and 1972 should be accepted cautiously. Tabl e  6 lists the statewide 
CO concentration levels . 
Table 6 
STATEWIDE CO LEVEL S ,  1970-76 
1970 1971  1972  1973 1974 1975 1976 
Statewide Ave . (ppm) 5 . 0  4 . 3  1 2 . 3  8 . 8  7 . 6  
.. 
Hydrocarbon Concentration Levels 
The data reported for HC is for non-methane, reactive, hydro-
carbons . It is for this type of RC that standards have been promulgated. 
The HC standard is used as a guide for the photochemical oxidant s tandard , 
and the HC standard need not be met if the oxidant standard is met . While 
HC is important, as a clas s ,  this type is not sampled nearly as much as the 
others. 99 The sampling that ls clone is restricted to Cook , Will , and Sanga­
mon Counties. 100 
The primary standard for HC is . 24 ppm measured from 6 to 9 a.m.  
daily and cannot be exceeded more than once a year . Illinois has operated 
three monitoring stations in 1975 and 1976,  and one station in 1 9 7 4 .  A 
comparison of days in excess of the standard shows that in 1975 there were 
42 percent excursions and in 1976 there were 87  percent excursions. The 
highest average recorded was a 3 . 00 ppm recorded in Chicago in November of 
1 976 . 
99H d b . . . . 1 b 1 y rocar ons monitoring stations constitute on y a out per-
cent of all stations within the network. 
100 
In recent years the approach to HC has changed , since other 
areas in the state are becoming "non-attainment" areas . Illinois EPA now 
has a hydrocarbon specialist in the Technical Support Unit of the Air 
Resource An�lysis Section. 
A statewide average would be difficult to determine with such 
limited data and over such a shor t period of time. An analysis shows , 
4.7 
however,  that the primary s tandard is not being achieved where it  is being 
measured . The trend would be upward since the percentage of daily excur-
sions has increased s ignificantly from 1975 to 1 9 7 6 .  Table 7 is a summary 
of the annual mean of the highest average of the month from the daily 
readings , measured in ppm, from the monitoring stations . 
Table 7· 
SUMMARY OF HC EMISSION S ,  1975-76 
Chicago/ 1975 
Joliet/ 1975 
Springfield/1975 
Chicago / 1 976 
Joliet /1976 
Springfield/ 1 976 
Samples 
1 14 
32  
262 
291  
333 
217 
Illinois Air Pollution Trends 
Percentage Daily 
Excursions 
59% 
82 
24 
85 
99 
7 2  
Arithmetic Mean 
(Highest Ave . )  
1 . 4 7  ppm 
1 . 20 
. 5 2  
1 .  87 
2 . 20 
. 94 
An air pollution t rend is defined as the "broad long-term movement 
. 101  in the overall time sequence of historical air quality measurements . "  A 
trend can be analyzed graphically and statistically, thereby estimating the 
rate of change of improvement or deterioration in air quality. Trend analysis 
is ir.tportant "in order to assess the relative effectiveness of control state-
101 
Guidelines for the Evaluation of Air Quality Trend s ,  U . S .  
Environmental Protection Agency , Office o f  Air Quality Programs and 
Stando.rds (OAQPS 1 . 2 - 014) , p .  1 .  
gies and to determine the impact of emission growth or reduction on air 
quality over time . 11102 
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Trend analysis is a subjective process based on certain assumptions 
and limitations . These limitations include the time frame under which the 
study is conducted, seasonal behavior, and the statistical "variability" 
inherent in any statistical study. 
Several guidelines are recommended by the U . S .  EPA in order to 
eliminate some of the limitations of trend analysis. A trend must be deter-
.. · 
mined from the data of s everal years in order to allow for seasonal behavior . 
Raw data is often not enough in the analysis of a trend. 
Two types of factors, determinant and random, can influence a trend. 
Determinant factors are emission l evels ,  meteorological conditions, among 
others . The random factors are sampling errors, "transient meteorological 
phenomenon", and random fluctuations in emissions . 
' k 1 . 103 . f The Daniel s Tes t ,  using the Spearman ran corre ation is one o 
the statis t ical methods by which a trend can be determined . This is the 
method adopted by the Illinois EPA and recommended by the U . S .  EPA. A mini-
mum of four years "should be" used in order to make the method effective. 
The test statistic , the Spearman rank correlation coefficient , can be evalu-
ated to determine its statistical significance. 
l02 Ibid . 
103A description of the formulas used in the Daniel ' s Test and 
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient are outlined in Appendix C .  
Trend in Concentration of Total Suspended Particulates, 1970-76 
A graph of TSP is shown in Figure 2 .  A three-year average of the 
arithmetic mean of the reported geometric means is used to smooth out the 
year to year fluctuations. The trend is slightly downward but from 1970 
to 1974,  shows a more pronounced decline; from 1974 to 1976 the trend is 
nearly constant. 
The trend has a Spearman rank correlation coefficient (p) = - . 8929 . 
Since 1 - . 89291 > . 8571  the trend is downward, significant a t  the 99 percent 
104 level. 
.. 
Trend in Sulfur Dioxide Concentratidrt, 1970-76 
A graph of so2 is shown in Figure 3 .  I t  indicates that the trend 
of so2 has been downward throughout the period.  Once again a three-year 
average of the arithmetic means of the reported data is used to smooth out 
the data fluctuation� from year to year. 
The trend has a test statistic (p) - . 9286. Since l- . 928�1 > 
. 85 7 1  the trend is downward ,  signif icant a t  the 99 percent level. 
Trend in Nitrogen Dioxide Concentration, 1971-7 6  
A graph o f  the N02 concentration i s  shown i n  Figure 4 .  The graph 
indicates that while the general trend is downward , N02 concentration in 
the years 1973  to 1976 have been relatively constant . An average o f  the 
means was used to smooth out the fluctuations and to allow for gaps in the 
data . 
1 04see Appendix c. 
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The trend has a test statistic (p) = - . 7000. Since l- . 7000/ � 
. 7000, the trend is downward , significant at the 90 percent level. 
Trend in Carbon Monoxide Concentration, 1971-76 
A graph of CO concentration levels is shown in Figure 5 .  The 
graph indicates that the time period has two distinct periods , before 
1973 when the data was low and declining and after 1973 when the data 
was much higher yet still declining. Th.e overall trend appears as 
increasing through 1974 whereafter it  markedly decreases. 
'.53 
The trend has a test statistic (p) = . 5000, but since the coeffi-
cient o f  determination is so low it cannot be established at any high 
level of significance. That (p) is positive, however , does indicate an 
upward trend. 
Trend in Hydrocarbon Concentratio�, 1974-76 
A graphical analysis of the HC trend in Illinois lOS is not possible. 
However, from the summary table of HC data (Table 8) i t  can be seen that HC 
emissions are increasing. 
Emissions of HC in 1 9 7 7 , as reported in the 1977 Annual Air Quality 
Repor t ,  confirms the conclusion that HC levels continue to be in violation 
of the primary standard. 
lOSNational RC levels data indicate that the emissions o f  HC have 
decreased over the years from 1970 to 1976 by 6 percent. The RC class has 
the smallest percentage change of any of the pollutants over the time 
period. 
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National Emission Es timates and Trends , 1940-1976 
National estimates for emissions of the five criteria pollutants 
are shown in Table 8.  Emissions are estimated by use o f  pollutant con-
centration levels . By comparison with national estimates it  is hoped 
that some knowledge will be gained concerning Illinois emissions since 
no data exists for Illinois for the earliest years in this table. 
Year 
1940 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1971  
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
Table 8 
NATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATE S ,  1940-1976l06 
(millions of metric tons) 
TSP 
24 . 3  
2 3 . 5  
2 3 .  0 
22 . 6  
2 1 . 4  
20 . 3  
19 . 9  
1 7 . 5  
1 4 . 4  
1 3 . 4  
SOX 
1 9 . 5  
2 1 .  6 
2 1 .  1 
29 . 1  
2 7 . 9  
2 8 . 8  
29 . 7  
28 .  2 
25 . 7  
2 6 . 9  
NO 
x 
7 .  1 
9 . 3  
1 2 . 7  
2 0 . 4  
2 1 .  3 
22 . 2  
2 2 . 9  
2 2 . 6  
2 2 . 2  
2 3 . 0  
RC co 
1 9 . 3  7 7 . 5  
23.  2 9 3 . 4  
2 8 .  7 1 1 6 . 1  
29 . 7  9 9 . 8  
2 9 . 3  100 . 2 
2 9 . 7  102 . 0  
29 . 8  98. 3 
2 8 . 6  9 1 . 5  
2 6 . 2  85 . 9  
27 . 9  8 7 . 2  
Total 
1 47 . 7  
1 7 1 . 0  
201 . 6  
201 . 6  
200 . l  
203 . 0  
200 . 6  
188 . 4  
1 7 4 . 4  
1 78 .  l� 
The overall trends ha»:·e been downward from 1970 to 1 9 7 6 .  Emissions 
of TSP have decreased 41 percent from 1970 to 1976 , SOx has decreased 8 
percent, HC has decreased 6 percent, CO has decreased 1 3  percent , while NOx 
has increased over the same period by 1 3  percent. Explanations for these 
106source : The United States Environmental Protection Agency. 
The data for the early years ( 1940-1960) is more of an estimate than a 
measurement and should therefore be judged accordingly . Trends will be 
estimated using the data from 1970 to 1976 . 
56 
changes are assumed to be as follows : TSP decreased due to installatio�s 
of scrubbers and other control equipment on the stationary, coal-burning 
sources; Sox decreased due to a shift away from low-grade coal; RC 
decreased due to control equipment installed on motor vehicles ; CO 
decreased by improved motor vehicle controls and less open burning ;  NOx 
emissions have increased due to increased highway usage and the increased 
power generations by large electric utilities. General economic condi-
tions, such as the recession of 1975 , also tend t o  lower emission levels . 
�· 
I t  is also possible that the emission levels have not decreased 
at all but that improved sampling techniques and modern equipment put in 
1 1 · · d . · h 1 1 1 107 use on y recent y are Just now in icating t e actua eve . 
Even though the national t rend indicates an overall decrease in 
the level of pollutants and, therefore, an improvement in air quality, 
this does not mean that locaJ concentration levels have improved. 
The measurement of air quality is the indication of whether or 
not air pollution control policies have been effective. Relative air 
1quality is estimated by pollutant concentration (ppm or ug/m3) while total 
emission is measured in tons of pollutants. In the next chapter I esti-
mate the pollution level that might have been in the absence of any con-
trols. 
The coatrols, generally speaking, have lowered the concentrations 
of the criteria pollutants but the conditions causing air pollution emis-
sions have changed over the period also. A measurement mus t ,  therefore , 
be made to determine the differential between the actual and potential 
emissions . 
107 
Suggested by John Reed,  P . E . , who is the supervisor of the Tech-
nical Support Uni t ,  ARAS , Illinois Environmental Protection Agency . Inter­
view on Ma rch 1 0 ,  1978 in Springfield. 
CHAPTER VI 
ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL El.�ISSIONS� 1970-1976 
Pollution control strategies are undertaken under the. assumption 
that pollution can b e  abated . The. relative effectiveness of any strategy 
can be measured by the amount of polluti�� and damage costs which are 
avoided because of controls.  The difference between the amount actually 
incurred and the potential emissions are the benefits d erived from the 
implementation of a control strategy. 
In Illinois and the United States, prior to 1970,  eff ective con­
trols were for the most part local exceptions rather than the general rule. 
The period 1970-76 is most interesting to study since it covers the first 
"se:::-lous" efforts of pollution abatement . Illinois didn ' t  enter the serious 
stage until the passage of the Envirorunental Protection Act of 1970,  and 
the federal government first o ecame s eriously involved in 1967 with the Air 
Quality Act , but this act was considerably improved with the National Environ­
mental Policy Act in 1 97 0 .  On a state and federal level, therefore, with 
the exception of the first motor vehicle emission standards passed in 1965,  
pollution abatement didn ' t  b egin until 1970 . Due to the inadequacies of 
pre-1970 data, consequently , the difference between the actual and potential 
emissions · will be measured from 1970 to 1976 . 
Potential emissions are defined as the level of total emissions 
society would be capable of in the absence of control measures. The value 
of potential emissions is determined by the sum of the following equations : 
57 
mobile source pollution £ (population x affluence x 
vehicle mileage) 
stat ionary source pollution = £ (population x affluence x 
the level of economic activity) 
58 
The mobile source pollutants are N02 , CO, and HC and the stationary source 
pollutants are TSP and so2 . Affluence is measured by per capita income in 
1967 dollars , and the level of economic activity in Illinois is measured 
by the gross state product measured in 1972 dollars . 
The level of pollution in 1970 is given and i t  is this year which 
.. 
serves as a base for subsequent years . The equation is multiplicative 
since this is the nature of pollution emissions . Even a small change 
occurring simultaneously in the three indpendent variables can result in 
a large effect in the environmeub.al impact of the pollutant s .  
Certain assumptions must b e  made,  however,  in the analysis . For 
one , i t  is assumed that the independent variables are not interrelated in 
a way that would bias the results;  that the year 1970 can serve as an 
appropriate base year; and that the variables are indicative of the 
potential movement in emission levels . 
Method 
In my analysis
108 I have split the five criteria pollutants into 
two sub-groups ,  mobile and stationary source. The stationary source 
108nr. Barry Conunoner, in his book, The Closing Circle (1972) , 
suggests that pollution is a function of population times affluence times 
technology . Affluence is measured by production per capita and technology 
is measured by pollution emissions over production. The effect i s  again 
multiplicat ive due to the characteristics of emissions . This multiplica­
tive effect indicates that the growth of emission levels is exponential 
rather than linear. Conunoner goes further in his analysis to in
.
dicate 
that technology is the most important factor in the equation about man ' s  
environmen tal impact . 
pollutants are emitted generally from industrial processes and from the 
generation of energy supplies.  Since both of these are closely related 
59 
to the level of economic activity, I have chosen gross state product (GSP) 
as the appropriate independent variable . The mobile source pollutants 
are emitted mostly by motor vehicles . 109 Total vehicle mileage is thus 
chosen as the appropriate measure o f  the change in magnitude o f  the source 
and thus potential emissions. 
For simplicity, the actual level of emissions in 1970 are assumed 
to be equal to the potential emissions slnce pre-1970 abatement policies 
were not effective. Actual emissions are defined to be those emissions 
which have been statistically tested and projected to have been emitted 
over the state. A summary of actual and potential emission estimates in 
Illinois are listed in Tables 9 and 10. 
Throughout this analysis it  is assumed that because businessmen 
are in business to make a profit , they would be "reluctant" to install 
pollution abatement equipment withvut some coercion . Pollution would 
grow unabated , therefore, except for the downward movement caused by the 
negative factors for the following years . A summary of the data used in 
determining the movement of these factors is given in Append�x D .  
In a review of his book Commoner engages in a " lively" discussion 
on the relative merits o f  his analysis. However ,  the majority of this 
discussion is centered on which variable deserves the appropriate title 
as mos t important variable. Ehrlich , the author of the Population Bomb , 
and Holden argue that the more appropriate choice is population rather 
than technology. The basic analysis is more acceptable to the two 
reviewers and i t  is from this work that my own functional equations 
for potential pollution emissions origina tes . 
109Motor vehicles are defined to include private and public auto­
mobile s ,  buses,  taxicab s ,  and t·rucks . 
Year 
1970 
1 9 7 1  
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
Year 
1970 
1 9 7 1  
1972 
1973 
197?! 
1975 
1976 
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Table 9 
SUMMARY OF ACTUAL ILLINOIS EMISSION ESTIMATES , 1970-1976l lO 
(thousands of tons/year) 
TSP so2 NO x co HC Total 
159 1 .  7 385 1 .  8 1 2 82 . 2  4892 . 3  201 2 . 7  1 3 , 630 . 8  
1520.5  26 1 3 . 7  1388 . 8  49 1 1 . 9  1265 . 5  1 1 ,650.5  
125 9 . 3 2252 . 0  1074 . l  7068 . 8  . 2 0 1 2 .  7 1 3 , 66 6 . 9  
1 1 1 4 . l 2296 . 8  1284 . 5  4733 . 9  1 1 5 7 . 6  1 0 , 586 . 9  
1068 . 9  2473 . 4  1083 . 8  4406 . 4  1 1 1 1 . 0  1 0 , 1 43 . 5  
1 05 0 . 0  2120 . 1  1204 . 2  4 1 36 . 7  1 0 1 7 . 8  9 , 528 . 8  
1 109. 7 1943 . 4  1 164. 1 4 1 99 . 3  1083 . 8  9 , 500 . 3  
Table 1 0  
SUMNARY OF POTENTIAL ILLINOIS EMISSION ESTIMATES , 1970- 1 976 
(thousands of tons/year) 
1591 .  7 385 1 .  8 1 2 82 . 2  4892 . 3 201 2 . 7  1 3 , 630.8  
1657 . 3  4010 . 6  1379.  9 5264 . 9  2 1 66 . 0  1 4 , 4 7 8 . 7  
1776 . 8  4299 . 7  1483 . 8  566 1 .  6 232 9 . 2  1 5  , 5 5 1 .  l 
1968 . 8  4764 . 4  1586 . 3  605 2 . 7  2490 . 0  1 6 , 8 62 . 2  
1867 . 5  4519 . 2  1497 . 0  5 7 1 2 .  0 2349 . 9  1 5 , 94 5 . 6  
1865 . 5  4514 . 3  1546 . l  5899 . 1 2426 . 9  1 6 ,251 . 9  
202 1 .  7 4892 . 4  1637 . 6  624 8 . 3  25 70 . 6  1 7 , 3 70 . 6  
l lOJllinois Emission Inventory, Environmental Protection Agency 
for 1 972 , 1973. 1972 data is from the 1972 National Emission Report , and 
the data for 1970,  74-76 is estimated from National trends and statewide 
concentration levels . 
6 r  
Actual and Potential Emission Trends 
A graphical analysis of the actual and potential emission trend 
lines is shown in Figure 6 .  The shaded area between the two tr.end lines 
represents the benefits derived from pollution abatement. 
Statistically, using the Daniel ' s  Test and the Spearman Rank Cor-
relation Coefficient, the trend lines may be individually determined. The 
actual emission trend has a test statistic (p) = - . 8929 which indicates a 
downward trend significant at the 99 percent level. The potential emis-
.. 
s ion trend line has a test statistic (p) = +.8929 which indicates an upward 
trend significant at the 99 percent level.  
Illinois Air Pollution Damage Costs 
Adopting a "best" estimate , as determined by Waddell and Barrett ,  
of  national pollution air damage of $ 12 . 3  billion in 1970 to Illinois data 
an estimation of statewide damage is possible. Damage in 1970 from actual 
damage was over $754 million. Extrapolating this damage figure over the 
next years gives an estimate for their damage also. In 1 9 7 1  the damage 
was $644 million, $757 million in 1972 , $584 million in 1973,  $561  in 1974,  
$525 million in 1975 , and the damage was $526 million ( 1 970) dollars in 
1976.  The total damage costs for air pollution in Illinois over the period, 
1970- 1976,  was a total of $ 4 , 35 1  million (1970 dollars) .  
The potential emission estimates can be given a damage cost by a 
s imilar me·t hod. Since the national estimates are for such a large tonnage 
o f  pollution, a higher Illinois level can be estimated even though the con-
taminates were never actually emitted. For the potential emissions the 
cost of air pollution in 1970 would have been the same $754 million as the 
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actual damage . In 1971  the cost in 1970 dollars would have been $800 
million in the absence of any controls , $861 million in 1972 , $930 million 
in 1973,  $882 million in 1974,  $895 million in 1975,  and $962 million 
( 1 970 dollars) in 1976 if no controls were invoked. The total damage 
costs for the potential emissions in Illinois, 1970- 7 6 ,  would have been 
$ 6 , 088 million ( 1970 dollars ) .  This data is summarized in Table 1 1 .  
Table 1 1  
AIR POLLUTION DAMAGE ESTIMATES OF COSTS A.ND BENEFITS IN ILLINOIS , 1970-76 
(million 1970 dollars) 
Year 
1970 
1971  
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976  
Totals : 
Actual Damage 
$ 754 . 3  
644 . 3  
757 . 2  
584 . 0  
561 . 6  
525 . 3  
526 . 5  
$ 4 , 35 3 . 2  
Potential Damage 
$ 754 . 3  
800 . 7  
86 1 . 6  
930 . l  
882 . 8  
895 . 9  
9 6 2 . 6  
$6,088 . 0  
Illinois Estimates for Air Pollution Abatement 
Benefits 
-0-
$ 156 . 4  
104 . 4  
346 . 1  
321 . 2  
370 . 6  
436 . l  
----
$ 1 , 7 34 . 8  
Since 1970, air pollution control strategies have become law and 
enforced. Even though enforcement has varied -from "good" to "less than 
desirable , "  the control policies have had the desirable effect of creating 
environmental benefits , :  at ·a :.value of $ 1 ., 734.  8 million·; _ _  Thes.e benefits 
are in the f orrn of avoidance of pollution that might have been in the 
absence of controls . Thus , the difference be tween the actual and the poten-
tial shown in Figure 6 and summarized in Table 1 1 ,  i s  a measure of the 
benefits. 
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Over the years 19 70-76, a total of 3 1 , 383. 1 thousand tons of con­
taminants have been avoided in the ambient airways over Illinois. The 
monetization_ of  these benefits is done by the lack o f  damage costs and 
is equivalent to $ 1 , 734 . 8  million measured in 1970 dollars . The largest 
annual savings were in 1975 and 1976 when a total of $806 . 7  million were 
saved from the implementation of the controls. The concentration of the 
greatest benefits in the latter years indicates the widening divergence 
between the actual and the potential emissions would indicate that the 
control measures are improving and, therefore, the actual damages are 
declining. And, indeed, this is the case upon examination o f  the data 
in Table 1 1 ,  or the emission levels in Table 1 0 ,  or with the concentration 
levels for the state in Tables 3 through 7 .  
Now that the cost of  damages of air pollution has been determined 
it will be necessary to determine what the cost o f  controls has been over 
the t ime period. A cos t-benefit analysis of air pollution control will 
then be possible. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE COSTS OF CONTROL , 1970-76 
There are costs associated with air pollution contro l .  These 
costs are incurred partly by government agencies, through the process of 
monitoring air quality, and working with the polluters on "corrective 
�'� 
action" programs . The costs incurred by private enterprises are the 
costs of purchasing and operating abatement equipment . 
Expenditures are made on a variety of governmental levels . The 
f d 1 . h h . 11 1 1  . . d . e era government, operating t roug a regiona EPA organization, is-
tributes funds to the state and local agencies for pollution control abate-
ment . A portion of these funds is earmarked for air pollution control. 
Federal revenue sharing1 1 2  is also done for environmental protection and 
environmental conservation in Illino is ,  but this. is almost exclusively for 
water, sewage, parks and soil pollution. 
The state of Illinois, through the Illinois EPA, allocates funds 
for the control of pollution. The EPA has divisions for air pollution con-
trol , land pollution contro l ,  noise pollution control, public water safety, 
1 1 1  
Illinois 
United States) along 
Michigan, and Ohio . 
is in Chiffgo . 
is in region five ( there are ten regions for the 
with the states of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Indiana , 
The regional office for the U . S .  EPA, region five 
fund s ,  
( 7 . 3%) 
mental 
1 1 2In 1976 there were 113  ( 8 . 9% of total) municipalities receiving 
totaling $ 2 , 7 4 2 , 147 for environmental protection. There were 9 2  
municipalities receiving funds, totaling $4 , 4 58 , 7 7 0  for environ­
conservation. 
A large number of the municipalities were smal l ,  rural cpmmunities 
which would not have an air pollution problem. 
r r  
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water pollution control , laboratory services, and construction grants 
among other things . Air pollution control is the second priority, 
measured in dollars allocated, of the Illinois EPA behind water pollution 
control. 
Local governments treat environmental problems under the category 
of public health.  Public health includes a great number of proj ect s ,  with 
the majority of emphasis placed on a fresh water supply . and sanitation, not 
air pollution. Air pollution is an expensive problem to effectively deal 
with, and most cities will not or cannot devote any funds to i t .  There 
are only three "local" recipients of federal grants for air pollution con-
trol , the city of Chicago , Cook Count y ,  and Granite City . The contribution 
of local governments to funding for the abatement of air pollution i s ,  
therefore, minor . 
Private businesses undertake expenditures for the purchase, install-
lation and continued operation of abatement equipment . The question of 
whether or not this added governmental regulation interferes with the con-
t inued economic growth of industry is debatable.  Migration of businesses, 
and the associated task of attracting new businesses to Illinois , is a 
1 1 3  
legitimate concern of state officials . I t  has not been established 
that pollution legislation has deprived Illinois of a measureable amount 
of economic growth.  I t  should be pointed out that Cremeans , in his 
1 1 3  
The state o f  Illinois i s  very active in this regard , as are 
most states. Illinois is probably seen as progressive in its pollution 
control laws and this is both a problem, to weary investors, and an 
advantage ( to the citizens of Illinois) . 
67, 
1 1 4  
national survey , concluded that pollution regulations have not reduced 
plant and equipment expenditures , and thus have not interfered with eco-
nomic growth. 
Table 12 sununarizes the cost of  control of air pollution in 
Illinois from 1970 to 1976 . All f igures are expressed in terms of 1970 
dollars, for comparison with the damage figures expressed in Table 1 1 .  
The expenditures for private businesses is an estimate based on 
the data obtained in a national survey (d�ne throughout the years from 1973-
�· 
1978 by the Survey of Current Business) and on an analysis o f  the ratio of 
gross state product t o  gross national product,  or the percentage of eco-
nomic activity within the state compared to national . Business expendi-
tures are for plant and equipment expenditures for air pollution abatement . 
Cost Versus Benefits of Pollution Control 
By comparison o f  the data in Tables 1 1  and 1 2  it may b e  inferred 
that Illinois has benefited much more from the abatement of pollution than 
the costs associated with abatemen t .  The net "social benefi t "  to Illinois , 
from 1970-1976,  is $ 7 1 5 . 3  million ( 1970 dollars) . Table 13  shows the com-
parison between costs and benefits of air pollution control , and the net 
social benefit for Illinois derived over costs incurred . 
1 14 
John E .  Cremean s ,  "Capital Expenditures by Business for Air and 
Water Pollution Abatement·, 1973 and Planned 1974 , "  Survey of Current Business ,  
July 1974 , pp . 58-64 . Follow-up articles were by Frederick Dreiling , Gary 
Rutledge, Frank Segel and John Creamens were also printed in the ·Survey of 
Current Business in July of 1 9 7 5 ,  July of 1 9 7 6 ,  February of 1 9 7 7 ,  and in 
February of 1 9 7 8 .  
1970  
1971  
1972  
1973  
1974 
1 9 7 5  
1976  
Totals : 
1970 
1 9 7 1  
1972 
1 97 3  
1974 
1975 
1976  
Totals : 
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Table 1 2  
COST OF ILLINOIS AIR POLLUTION CONTROL, 1970-761 1 5  
( thous�nds of 1 970 dollars) 
Federal 
Expenditures 
63 . 0  
4 , 596 . 1  
7 , 43 1 . 6  
7 , 654 . 9  
6 , 97 8 . 0  
7 ' 077 . 9 
7 , 298 . 8  
State 
Expenditures 
1 , 034 . 1  
1 , 053 . 2  
1 , 549 . 4  
1 , 995 . 0  
1 , 845. 2  
2 , 261 . 0  
12752 . 2  
�,. 
Private Business 
Expenditures 
130,456.0  
137 , 14 1 . 0  
1 4 1 , 7 2 1 .  6 
152 , 020 . 6  
133 , 804 . 4  
1 3 7  , 801 . 3  
133,944 . 8  
Total 
1 3 1 ,553 . 1  
1 4 2 , 79 0 . 3  
1 5 0 , 7 02 . 6  
1 6 1 , 67 0 . 5  
1 4 2 , 627 . 6  
1 4 7 , 140 . 2  
142,99.5 . 8  
$41 , 1 00 . 3  $ 1 1 ,490 . 1  $966 , 889 . 7  $ 1 , 0 1 9 ,480 . 1  
Table 1 3  
COSTS AND BENEFITS OF AIR POLLUTION ' CONTROL , 1970-76 
(millions of 1970 dollars) 
1 3 1 . 6  -0-
142 . 8  156 . 4  
150 . 7  1 04 . 4  
1 6 1 . 7 346 . 1  
1 4 2 . 6  321 . 2  
lLf 7 . 1  3 70 . 6  
143 . 0  436 . 1  
$ 1 , 0 1 9 . 5  $ 1 , 7 34 . 8  
-131 . 6  
1 3 . 6  
-46 . 3  
184 . 4  
1 7 8 . 6  
223 . 5  
293 . 1  
$ 7 1 5 . 3  
u s  
Federal expenditures are from Federal Outlays in Illinois, A 
Report of the Federal Government Impact, by State2 County, and Large Cities, 
which is published annually by the Community Services Administration, 
· 
Washington, D .  C .  State expenditures are from the Illinois State Budget , 
FY 1970 through 1 9 7 8 .  Dollar figures are deflated by the wholesale price 
index . 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The impo:r:tance of air pollution control has been shown t o  be 
undeniable . The threat t o  human health and to the continued welfare of 
rnan is very real. 
•' 
Even though controls are essential they must be evaluated to 
de termine if they are achieving their designed goal. That goal is to 
maintain, or impn;ve , the health and welfare of mankind. 
Air pollution control is a common and desirable goal for the 
people of Illinois since improved air quality would enhance the quality 
of life . The problem is to achieve that goal. Decisions mus t be made 
among alternative policies of air pollution control ; economic analysis 
provides the means by which those decisions can be made . 
My analysis shows that the benefits of air pollution control 
s trategies adopted within the state _)f Illinois outweigh the costs of 
those controls for the years 1970-1976. The difference , the net social 
bene fits of the controls , amounts to some $715 . 3  million in 1 970 dollars . 
I t  is interesting to note the characteristics of the cost o f  con-
trol and the benefits of control func tions . The costs of control function 
is a fairly stable function, rising through the first four years and then 
decreasing in the next three years. The 1 976 figure is only 8. 7 percent 
higher than the 1970 figure measured in constant dollars . I t  is con-
eluded, on this basis,  that the costs of control are asymp totic--after a 
6'9 
certain time period i t  becomes cons tant . Of course, if  higher cr.iter.ia 
s tandards were established, then the costs of control would rise then 
level off and reveal the same asymptotic characteristic.  
The net benefits of  control ,  measured by the gap between actual 
and potential emissions , appears to be much less table. The gap , how-
ever , appears to be increasing at an increasing rate. 
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The conclusion from these characteristics is that the net social 
benefits are increasing at an increasing rate throughout the period and 
may well continue to do so in the near future. 
Limitations and Usefulness of the Study 
The limitations o f  my analysis are , unfortunately, real and 
numerous. Certain assumptions are made as logically and systematically 
as possible, but this does not insure correctness. 
Estimates for some of the data were made in the absence of actual 
data. A limitation arises s ince an estimate may or may not be indicative 
of a, tual data. Dif ferent methods of estimation were considered, but the 
method used gives estimates that are as representative as any . For 
instance, extrapolation of the actual emission data would have given 
a measure of potential emission data, but unlike my method , i t  would 
not account for a variety of dynamic conditions . 
In working with se condary data one must consider the possibility 
of a set of errors besides those usually associated with s�mpling and 
instruments . For example, error may come from untrained observers or 
falsified data. It would be t otally inconceivable , however , for me to 
collect the data first hand so I had no alternative. My interviews 
7 1.  
with some of those who collect the data assured me they were both well-
t rained and intent on representative measurements. 
The government is the sourl.'.:e of a great mass of 1lata but , 
unfortunately , i t  is often difficult to obtain and interpret .  The 
people at the Illinois EPA were always very kind and helpful to me but 
the economic data was often disorganized and full of gaps.  The import-
ance of the role of the environmental economist is finally being recog-
nized, and hopefully , this will eliminate some of the difficulties of 
,. 
the data. 
It has been shown that Illinois has achieved a positive net social 
benefit from the control of air pollution. This makes it a particularly 
timely study in light of recent "tax revolts" sweeping the country and 
threatening government budgets and programs . 
Recommendations for Further S tudy 
Since economics is j ust now being recognized for its important 
contributions in decision making and environmennal p roblems , the needed 
studies are numerous. 
A further analysis of the association between controls and eco-
nomic gro� • .-th is needed. Some attempts have been �ade , but a detailed, 
definitive analysis is lacking. The migration of business enterprises 
across state borders is a serious problem for a state but business cannot 
afford to operate under uncertaint y .  
The measurement of damage costs and benefit assessment are incom-
plete. The "elaborate guesses" of the inves tigator results in a wide 
variability of figures. There must be a large amount of work done in 
this area before a definitive estimate of either damage or benefits 
72 
can be established. 
My analysis can be updated for years after 1 9 76 when the data 
beco�es available to see if the costs and benefits of control functions 
have changed and if the control strategies continue to produce a positive 
net social benefit.  
The control of air pollution in Illinois from 1970 t o  1976 is cost 
effective, however ,  sine� the benefits derived from the abatement of 
pollution outweigh the costs of control .  
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APPENDIX A 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE NETHODS AND INSTRUMENTS USED IN 
THE ILLINOIS AIR MONITORING NETWORK 
The noncontinuous network is used to measure TSP and gas impinger 
samplers. The U . S .  EPA sets a sampling s chedule of 24-hour periods, mid-
night to midnight every six days , which must be measured . Illinois , 
specifically Chicago, adheres to a more frequent schedule of a three-day 
sampling frequency . 
The continuous network measurements are made for so2 , NOx, CO , o3 , 
and the non-methane HC. A standard reference ! method is most desirable 
as an analysis method for the interpretation o f  data but , unfortunately, 
this is not always possible. There exists no standard reference method 
for the interpretation of HC data, although there are a numbe r  of approved 
cont inuous instruments for the other pollutants.  
Noncontinuous and Continuous Inst rumen tation 
The noncontinuous instruments include the hi-volume samplers, used 
for TSP , and impinger (bubbler) samplers , used for so2 and N02 . 
A hi-volume sampler uses eight by ten inch glass fiber filters 
which are pre-weighed , pla�ed in a sampler where air is drawn through at 
the rate of 40 to 60 cubic feet per minute per 2 4  hours. The filter is 
then removed and reweighed and examined under laboratory conditions . The 
measurements are reported in micrograms per cubi c meter (ug/m3) .  
1Refers to the type of and abilities of the sampling method used. 
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The impinger (bubbler) sampler consists o f  an absorbing solution 
(for so2 a tetracholoromercurate solution is used while N02 uses a sodium 
hydroxide-sodium solution) which selectively absorbs a substance when air 
is drawn through at the rate of . 2  liters per minute for 24 hours. The 
solutions are examined in a laboratory, and the data is reported in parts 
per million (ppm) . 
The continuous instruments include tape samp lers (Hemeon and Ide,  
1953) which is used to measure TSP , colorimetric and coulometric monitors 
� 
for so2 , pulsed fluorescent monitors for S02 , flame photometric detector 
monitors for so2 , chemiluminscent monitors for N02 , non-dispersive infared 
monitors for CO, gas chromatograph-flame ionizat·ion monitors for CO,  and 
gas chromatography-flame ionization detection monitors for non-methane RC . 
The TSP tape samplers of ten yield different results than the non-
continuous method. It uses a paper tape filter which is exposed to air 
at a flow rate of . 22 cubic meter per minute for an interminent period. 
The ability of the exposed paper to transmit light is measured and 
expressed in a coefficient of haze (COH) ratio. Rough estimates equate 
125 ug/m3 to 1 COH. The cycle of tape monitoring is continuous for the 
tape advances new paper every two hours . 
The colorimetric monitor is similar to the bubbler method since 
air is dravm through an absorbing column and is continuously mixed with 
the same absorbing solution. The contrast is that a much more complex 
chemical process is involved resulting in a dye which is analyzed to 
yield the concentration level of so2 . A coulometric sample is obtained 
by drawing air through a solution of bromine and bromide ions . The elec-
tric equilibrium 'Of the solution is analyzed and the concentration o f  S02 
is determined.  
7.5 
H\. pulsed fluorescent sample is obtained when air is drawn into a 
chamber and is irradiated with ultra-violet light . The S02 molecules 
absorb photons of energy which when released emit energy in the form o f  
ligh t .  The intensity of the light reveals the so2 concentrations . 
A flame photometric detector sample is obtained when air is 
drawn into a chamber ,  burned in a hydrogen flame which is analyzed by 
a photomultiplier detector. The intensity of the flame indicates the 
concentrations of so
2
• 
A second derivative spectrophotometric sample is obtained when a 
chamber of air has absorbed ultra-violet ligh t ,  and the second derivative 
of the light beam is analyzed; its intensity reveals the so2 levels. 
The chemiluminscent samples are used to determine levels of N02 . 
Air is drawn into the instrument exposed to ozone (03 ) producing a light 
reaction that indicates the NO leve l .  Nitric oxide (NO) can be further 
exposed to o3 , again producing light which is further analyzed to measure 
total oxides of nitrogen in the air. The N02 levels are determined by 
simultaneously introducing NO and NOx into the chamber. 
A non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) sample is obtained from air drawn 
through a chamber exposed to infrared light , the intensity of light pro-
duced indicates the level of CO. Tests are conducted and monitored con-
tinuously and any fluctuations in the beam measures CO over a time period. 
The gas chromatograph-flame ionization method is a complicated 
chemical process. Air is drawn in , CO is separated, reduced to methane 
and burned in a hydrogen flame which produces an electrical charge caused 
by the increased ionization from the burning. After analysis the level 
of CO is revealed. 
I 
f� ,. 
The gas chromatography-flame ionization detection method i s  
basically the same method as above but is now conducted for HC . Hydro-
carbons are separated into methane which is further subdivided into two 
76 
portions . One portion is pretreated so that only the ambient methane is 
burned in the hydrogen flame . The other portion is burned in a hydrogen 
flame which generates a change in the electro-potential of the sample 
which is chemically analyzed and correlated to a concentraton of methane 
and total HC. The reactive HC are determined by a subtraction method. 
�-
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APPENDIX B 
STATISTICAL METHODS 
Statistical methods used by the Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency are outlined in the Annual Air Quality Report , a�·d the methods 
recommended by the U. S .  EPA in Guidelines for the Evaluation of Air Qaulity 
Data. 
S�mbols : n 
xi 
ln 
e�p 
x 
x 
g 
og 
Arithmetic Mean : 
= 
= 
total number in sample�" 
concentration of a sample 
natural logarithm function (log to base e )  
exponential function (invl�rse of the ln function) 
arithmetic mean 
geometric mean 
standard geometric deviation 
-Used in computing the central tendency , average. The X is an 
appropriate measure of the central tendency if the distribution is 
normally distributed. 
1 -
x = 
n 
Geometric Mean : 
n 
i=i 
x .  ]_ 
It is a log-normal distribution, that is , the logarithms o f  the 
measurements are approximately non11ally distributed. 
- 1 � x = exp (- i ln xi ) n 
- 1 or x = (x1 xz Xn) n 
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Standard Geometric Deviation: 
When the X
g 
is used as a measure of central tendency the � 
like the standard deviation is a measure of the spread in the distribu-
ti on of values.  
[ n�l 2: 2 1 0-g = exp (lnxi ) ( n 
i=l 
antilog [ 0 n n 2: 2 log xi - ( or C" = i= l  i=l g 
n• (n- 1 )  
Relationship o f  Arithmetic Mean to Geometric Mean ; 
x -x = ----------
g exp (0 . 5  (ln Cf'g)
2 ) 
'li 
1nxi )j i 
log xi)
2 J Yi. 
Maximum and Second High PRedicted 24-Hour Concentrations : 
Using X and 0-g, and assuming a log-normal dis tribution through­
out the year, the maximum and second high predicted for that year are : 
x ( 0- ) 2 . 63 g g 
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APPENDIX C 
TREND ESTIMATION 
Daniel ' s  Test for Trends using Spearman Rank Correlation Coeffi-
cient is found in the Guidelines for the Evaluation of Air Quality Trends.  
Symbols : n = 
i = 
p 
WP = T = 
R(xi) 
number of years in t rend 
order of the year, 1 being the first year 
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficien t ,  test 
statistic 
Spearman statistic •. 
summed squares of the ·difference between a values 
rank and its sequential order 
rank of the concentration of xi , with 1 being the 
lowest 
P is compared with WP at a determined confidence leve l ,  the trend is 
dete rmined if / p/ > WP .  I f  p is positive then the t rend is upward , but 
if p is negative then the trend is dow�ward. 
p 
n 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
6T 
l - --- -----
n (n2 - 1 )  
n 
T � (R(xi ) - 1 )
2 
i=l 
Table 14 
QUANTILES OF THE S PE ARMA.i.1\J 
p = . 90 p = . 95 
. 8000 . 8000 
. 7000 . 8000 
. 6000 . 7714  
. 5357 . 6 786 
. 5000 . 6 190 
. 4667 . 5883 
. 4424 . 5 5 1 5  
TEST STATISTIC 
p = . 99 p = . 999 
. 9000 
. 885 7 
. 85 7 1  . 9643 
. 8095 . 9286 
. 7667 . 9000 
. 7333 . 86 6 7  
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
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APPENDIX D 
STATISTICS USED IN ESTIMATION 
Table 15 
POPULATIONa 
1970 
1 9 7 1  
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1 9 75 
1976 
1 1 , 1 12 , 272 
1 1 , 1 9 1, 000 
1 1 ,  244 , 000 
1 1, 186,000 
1 1, 178,000 
1 1 ,  145 , 000 
1 1 , 229, 000 
.-· 
Tabl�� 17  
PER CAPITA INC01"1Ec 
current $ 
$4,  4 71 
4 , 802 
5 , 131 
5 , 723 
6 � 1 5 6  
6 , 789 
7 , 365 
Table 1 8  
Table 1 6  
TOTAL INCOMEb 
(millions $) 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1967 $ 
$3,844 
3 , 959 
4 , 095 
4,300 
4 , 168 
4 , 2 1 2  
4 , 320 
$49 , 684.7 
53 , 739 . 7  
5 7 , 695 . 0  
64,022 . 0  
68 , 8 1 9 . 7  
75 , 666. 0 
82 , 702·. 9 
GROSS STATE PRODUCTd 
(millions) 
current $ 
$59, 975 
63 , 2 78 
67,983 
76, 294 
81, 929 
89, 039 
98 , 300 
constant $ (1972) 
$65,647 
65,901 
67, 983 
72 , 1 1 1  
7 0 , 6 1 6  
70 , 010 
73,424 
1970 
1 9 7 1  
1972 
1 9 73 
1974 
1975 
1976 
Table 19  
TOTAL VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND MILEAGEe 
Registrations 
5 , 23 7 , 876 
5 , 4 1 7 , 02 1  
5 , 64 3 , 853 
5 , 95 1 , 94 8  
6 , 1 7 4 , 0 1 2  
6 , 396 , 3701� 
6 , 62 6 , 639* 
Total Mileage (millions ) 
5 5 , 3 1 3  
5 7 , 390 
59, 383 
60' 772 
5 9 , 2 1 0  
60, 690* 
62 '207;'> 
8 1  
Sources : aU . S .  Bureau of the Census, bu . S .  Bureau of the Census , 
cu . s .  Bureau of the Census , drllinois Department of Business and Economic 
Development , eu . s .  Bureau of Public Roads-Highway Statistics , *data are 
estimated from the 1967- 1 9 74 data. 
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